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1 Summary
Obesity is a major public health challenge. Modeling growth and identifying children at risk
of being overweight in early life is essential for effective prevention and intervention. To date,
longitudinal studies from birth to adolescent are rare, and crucial period in childhood for
overweight in future life is unclear. In addition, apart from known risk factors of overweight
or obesity, further research on other potential risk factors is necessary. Even though it is well
accepted that obesity is mainly a consequence of an unbalanced energy status, the impact of
specific food item or food group on growth has long been controversial, which calls for more
efforts.
In order to contribute to the aforementioned questions and research problems, we conducted a
series of studies using data from two ongoing German birth cohorts. 1) Using longitudinal
anthropometric data from birth to 5 years, we established a 10-year-overweight prediction
model. Our results suggest that from 5 years onwards being overweight become predictive for
10-year overweight. 2) We investigated the association between mode of delivery and
childhood obesity using cross-sectional data at age 2, 6 and 10 years. Children delivered by
cesarean section were more likely to be obese at 2 years compared to those delivered
vaginally, but not at age 6 and 10 years. These results do not support the hypothesis that
increasing rates of cesarean section contribute to the childhood obesity epidemic. 3) We
analyzed data from food frequency questionnaires which were completed during the 10-year
follow-up, where we grouped 82 food items into 11 food groups. Our results suggest that
intakes of meat, fish and beverages are important correlates of body weight status. In contrast,
confectionery intake conversely associated with being overweight. Further study on the
influence of possible reverse causation is needed. 4) We investigated the association between
maternal BMI and child food intake at the age of 10 years. Our results suggest that maternal
BMI and maternal overweight are important correlates of a child’s intake of energy, meat and
eggs. Potential impact of mother’s weight status should be considered in diet counseling.
Moreover, mother’s participation in dietary counseling might be helpful to improve offspring
diet pattern and weight status.
These studies contributed to the current knowledge on early identification of children at risk
of overweight and the potential influence of diet. In addition, our results suggest more efforts
on longitudinal studies and more attention on reverse causation and misreport in dietary
assessments in future studies.
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2 Zusammenfassung
Adipositas stellt eine große Herausforderung für das Gesundheitswesen dar. Die Modellierung
von Wachstum sowie die frühzeitige Identifizierung von Kindern, die ein erhöhtes Risiko
haben übergewichtig zu werden, sind unerlässlich für eine effektive Prävention und
Intervention. Bisher gibt es nur sehr wenige longitudinale Studien von der Geburt bis ins
Jugendalter hinein und kritische Lebensphasen während der Kindheit für die Entstehung von
Übergewicht im späteren Leben sind noch unklar. Darüber hinaus ist abgesehen von bereits
bekannten Risikofaktoren für Übergewicht bzw. Adipositas auch die Erforschung weiterer
potentieller Risikofaktoren notwendig. Obwohl es allgemein anerkannt wird, dass Adipositas
überwiegend die Konsequenz eines unausgewogenen Energiestatus ist, war der Einfluss des
Verzehrs bestimmter Lebensmittel lange Zeit umstritten, was mehr Bemühungen erfordert.
Um zu den zuvor erwähnten Fragestellungen und Forschungsfragen beizutragen, haben wir
eine Reihe von Studien basierend auf Daten von zwei laufenden deutschen Geburtskohorten
durchgeführt. 1) Mit Hilfe longitudinaler anthropometrischer Daten von der Geburt bis zum
Alter von 5 Jahren wurde ein Prädiktionsmodell für die Entstehung von Übergewicht im Alter
von 10 Jahren erstellt. Unsere Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass erst ab einem Alter von 5
Jahren Übergewicht deutlich prädiktiv dafür ist, auch mit 10 Jahren übergewichtig zu sein. 2)
Wir haben den Zusammenhang zwischen dem Geburtsmodus und kindlicher Adipositas im
Alter von 2, 6 und 10 Jahren, erforscht. Im Vergleich zu vaginal entbundenen Kindern haben
per Kaiserschnitt entbundene Kinder ein höheres Risiko im Alter von 2 Jahren, nicht aber im
Alter von 6 oder 10 Jahren, adipös zu sein. Diese Ergebnisse stützen nicht die Hypothese,
dass die steigende Kaiserschnittrate eine höhere Rate an adipösen Kindern zur Folge hat. 3)
Wir haben Daten, welche mittels eines Ernährungsfragebogens während des 10 JahresFollow-up erhoben wurden, ausgewertet, wobei 82 Nahrungsmittel in 11 verschiedene
Nahrungsmittelgruppen zusammengefasst wurden. Unsere Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass
die Aufnahmen von Fleisch, Fisch und zuckerhaltigen Getränken wichtige Korrelate des
Körpergewichtes sind. Im Gegensatz dazu ist der Konsum von Konditorwaren negativ mit
Übergewicht assoziiert. Somit bedarf es weiterer Studien zur Erforschung einer möglichen
inversen Kausalität. 4) Wir haben den Zusammenhang zwischen mütterlichem BMI und der
Nahrungsaufnahme des Kindes im Alter von 10 Jahren untersucht. Unsere Ergebnisse weisen
darauf hin, dass der mütterliche BMI und mütterliches Übergewicht wichtige Korrelate der
kindlichen Energieaufnahme sowie der Aufnahme von Fleisch und Eiern sind. Bei der
Ernährungsberatung sollten demnach mögliche Auswirkungen des Gewichtsstatus der Mutter
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berücksichtigt werden. Zudem könnte die Teilnahme der Mutter an der Ernährungsberatung
hilfreich sein, um das Ernährungsverhalten und den Gewichtsstatus des Kindes zu verbessern.
Diese Studien haben zu dem gegenwärtigen Wissen über die frühe Identifizierung von
Kindern mit einem erhöhten Risiko übergewichtig zu werden sowie zu dem Wissen über den
möglichen Einfluss der Ernährung beigetragen. Außerdem weisen unsere Ergebnisse auf
größere Bemühungen bezüglich longitudinaler Studien hin und auch darauf in zukünftigen
Studien der inversen Kausalität bei der Ernährungsbewertung mehr Aufmerksamkeit zu
schenken.
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3 Introduction
3.1 Background
Obesity is a major public health challenge [1]. According to the 2010 International Obesity
Task Force analysis, approximately 200 million school-aged children are overweight or obese
around the world [2]. Obesity increases the likelihood of numerous diseases, particularly
cardiovascular disease [3], type 2 diabetes [4], sleep disorders [5], etc. Being overweight
during childhood and adolescence adversely affects mortality and morbidity in adulthood [6,
7]. Obesity accounts for a heavy financial burden on the public health system [8].
1) Early life risk factors of being overweight at 10 years of age
Identifying children at risk of being overweight early in life is essential for effective
prevention and intervention [9]. Early life growth parameters are predictive for obesity in later
life [10]. High birth weight is associated with increased subsequent risk of obesity [11].
Furthermore, Shankaran et al. reported that children who are overweight at younger ages have
a higher risk of being overweight at 11 years of age. Moreover, it was noted that
measurements taken closer to 11 years of age had greater predictive power [12]. These results
are in line with other studies [13, 14].
There are many other factors which may increase the likelihood of being overweight later in
life, such as low parental education level, low socioeconomic status [15], maternal smoking
during pregnancy [16], rapid growth during the first two years of life, short duration of
breastfeeding, obesity in infancy, <30 min of daily physical activity, and consumption of
sugar-sweetened beverages, etc [17, 18].
To date, prediction models for being overweight and obese have been developed based on
some of the afore-mentioned determinants. However, prediction models utilizing information
on body mass indices (BMIs) collected during very early life (< 5 years) are scarce.
2) Cesarean section and risk of childhood obesity
Mode of delivery shapes the acquisition and structure of infants’ microbiota. Infants born by
cesarean section (CS) acquire different bacterial communities compared to vaginally
delivered infants [19, 20]. The gut microbiota is considered to be a modifying factor for
obesity [21-24]. Gut microbiota may contribute to obesity by increasing dietary energy
utilization, promoting fat deposition, and triggering systemic inflammation [23, 24].
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Previous studies report conflicting results on the association between cesarean section and
obesity [25-29]. A recent meta-analysis concluded that CS was moderately associated with
offspring overweight and obesity [30]. The ‘hygiene hypothesis’ is the background of possible
relationships [31]. In addition, altered postnatal feeding and metabolic control in CS versus
vaginal delivered infants may have long term effects on appetite regulation or energy
metabolism and may contribute to the significant increase in body mass [32]. To date, the
long-term effect of CS on children’s growth remains controversial.
3) Food intake and overweight in school-aged children
Obesity is mainly a consequence of an unbalanced energy status [33]. However, the impact of
specific food item or food group on growth has long been controversial [34-36]. Possible
reasons for the conflicting results include that different applied models, food habits, portion
size estimation, as well as ethnicity and cultural differences [37].
Four types of models (standard multivariate model, residual nutrient model, energy partition
model, multivariate nutrient density model) were commonly used in previous studies that
adjusted for total energy intake [38, 39]. The results of these models can and have been
interpreted using different perspectives. One important difference between energy partition
models and other types of models aforementioned is that the coefficient calculated from this
former type of model represents both energy and non-energy associations with the nutrient.
The coefficient obtained from other model types leads to iso-caloric substitution
interpretations [38]. Iso-caloric interpretations are problematic when total energy intake is
associated with the outcome under study [38].
However, few studies on food intake and obesity have applied an energy partition model. In
addition, food items with similar dietary content possibly have similar effect on growth.
Therefore food groups may be of interest in dietary studies. To date, the associations between
food groups with BMI z-scores and being overweight during childhood remain controversial.
4) Maternal body mass index and food intake in school-aged children
Parental BMI probably impose genetic and environmental influences on the development of
obesity in offspring [40]. Parental BMIs, especially maternal BMI [41, 42], are associated
with offspring BMIs and weight statuses [41-44]. Given that eating behavior differs among
obese and normal weight individuals [45], and that parental eating behavior traits are
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correlated with offspring BMI [46], overweight and normal weight mothers possibly impose
different influences on their children’s food intake.
Previous studies have focused on the associations between maternal feeding practices (i.e.
restriction to eat less or pressure to eat more food) and child food intake or child weight [47,
48]. It is currently unclear whether maternal BMI correlates with child food intake.
In order to contribute to the current knowledge on growth modeling and potential risk factors
for overweight or obesity, four studies were conducted with following specific aims. 1) To
develop a prediction model that quantifies the risk of being overweight at 10 years of age.
Moreover, to investigate which periods during the first 5 years of life are crucial for being
overweight at 10 years. 2) To investigate whether delivery by a cesarean section, compared to
vaginal delivery, is a risk for childhood obesity. Moreover, to investigate whether the
associations between cesarean delivery and childhood obesity are consistent at the age of 2, 6
and 10 years. 3) To investigate associations between intakes of 11 food groups and being
overweight in children at the age of 10 years. Moreover, to investigate associations between
being overweight with specific food items. 4) To investigate associations between maternal
BMI/overweight and intakes of 11 food groups in children. Moreover, to investigate
associations between maternal BMI/overweight with specific food items.
3.2 Methods
Data used were from two ongoing German birth cohorts GINIplus (German Infant Nutritional
Intervention plus environmental and genetic influences on allergy development) and
LISAplus (Influences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the
Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics).
GINIplus is an ongoing birth cohort study initiated to prospectively investigate the influence
of a nutritional intervention during infancy, as well as air pollution and genetics, on allergy
development. GINIplus participants (N=5991 newborns) were recruited from obstetric clinics
in Munich and Wesel between September 1995 and July 1998. Details of the study design are
described elsewhere [49].
LISAplus is an ongoing birth cohort examining the impact of lifestyle-related factors, air
pollution, and genetics on immune system and childhood allergy development. In total, 3097
neonates were recruited from 14 obstetrical clinics in Munich, Leipzig, Wesel, and Bad
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Honnef between November 1997 and January 1999. A detailed description of the study’s
screening and recruitment has been described previously [50].
Approval by the respective local ethics committees (Bavarian General Medical Council,
University of Leipzig, Medical Council of North-Rhine-Westphalia) and written consent from
all participating families were obtained for both studies.
1) Early life risk factors of being overweight at 10 years of age
Anthropometric measurements of weight and height were collected by pediatricians during
physical examinations at birth, at weeks 4–6, at months 3–4, 6–7, 10–12, 21–24, 46-48, 60-64,
and at 10 years of age. In total, 3121 participants from the GINIplus and LISAplus German
birth cohorts were recruited.
BMI values were calculated from these weight and height measurements and transformed to
standardized deviation scores (z-scores) according to the sex- and age-specific ‘WHO-ChildGrowth-Standards’ for children [51, 52].
We predicted standardized body mass index (BMI) at 10 years of age using standardized
BMIs from birth to 5 years. Parental education, family income and maternal smoking during
pregnancy were considered as covariates. As the distribution of family income was skewed,
this information was grouped into three categories based on the quartiles of monthly average
income per person in the household (low for < 25%, medium for 25-75% and high for > 75%).
Parental education levels were defined based on the highest number of years either parent
attended school (low<10 years, medium=10 years and high> 10 years).Linear and logistic
regression models were used to evaluate the impact of risk factors on BMI and on being
overweight at 10 years of age, respectively.
2) Cesarean section and risk of childhood obesity
Data were analyzed from the LISAplus study. The number of children for which had
information on mode of delivery and anthropometric measurements at 2, 6, and 10 years of
age was 1734, 1244, 1170, respectively. Mode of delivery was defined as a binary variable:
CS and vaginal delivery.
Potential influencing factors included city of recruitment, parental education, duration of
gestation, birth weight, head circumference at 3 days of age, maternal age, maternal prepregnancy BMI, and maternal smoking during pregnancy. Sociodemographic data and
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maternal characteristics were collected by questionnaires at enrollment and during follow up
visits. In addition, the feeding variables (i.e. breastfeeding initiation, exclusive breastfeeding
duration, and timing of solid food introduction) were considered as potential mediators.
Multivariable linear and logistic regression models were used to evaluate the association
between CS and BMI z-scores, being overweight and obesity. Models were adjusted for
socioeconomic status, child characteristics, and maternal pre-pregnancy characteristics.
3) Food intake and overweight in school-aged children
During the 10-year follow-up, information on food intake was collected from 3437
participants (2194 from GINIplus, 1243 from LISAplus) by means of a justified semi
quantitative Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ). Height and weight were measured for
3116 participants (1918 from GINIplus, 1198 from LISAplus) during the 10-year physical
examinations. In the current study, 2565 children (1308 males and 1257 females) from
GINIplus (n = 1596) and LISAplus (n = 969) with complete data on FFQ and BMI are
included.
Information on food intake frequencies and portion sizes of 82 food items were collected
using parent-completed questionnaires, and 11 food groups were defined according to the
Codex General Standard for Food Additives’ food category system [53]. Intakes were
categorized (low, medium and high) using group- and sex-specific tertile cut-offs.
According to the definition of the partition model [38], we calculated energy intake from the
food group itself and energy intake from all other food groups. Each model for the association
between the energy intake of a specific group and being overweight was adjusted for the
energy intake from all other food groups. The set of covariates examined were city of
residence, parental education level, family income and screen viewing time. Low screen time
included children who spent < 1 hour per day in summer and <2 hours per day in winter; high
screen time included children who spent ≥ 1 hour per day in summer and ≥ 2 hours per day in
winter. In addition, there were 15 children who spent < 1 hour per day in summer and ≥ 2
hours per day in winter viewing screens. They were finally included into the high screen time
category.
Multivariate energy partition models assessed associations between food intake with BMI and
being overweight. Models were adjusted for energy intake from other food groups, city,
family income, parental education, and screen time.
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4) Maternal body mass index and food intake in school-aged children
We analyzed data from 3230 GINIplus and LISAplus participants. The definition of eleven
food groups and the energy partition term are the same as described in the previous study.
Based on maternal weight and height information collected at the 10-year questionnaire
survey, maternal BMI was calculated. Two categories for maternal weight status were defined
(normal weight: BMI < 25 kg/m2; overweight: BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2).
Multinomial regression models assessed associations between child food intake and maternal
BMI/overweight. Linear regression models assessed associations between total energy intake
and maternal BMI. Models were adjusted for study region, maternal education, age, sex,
pubertal status, energy intake, and BMIs of the child and father.
For all the four studies, differences of characteristics between groups were tested using the
Pearson’s χ2 test for categorical variables, the Student’s t-test for normally distributed
continuous variables, and the Mann-Whitney test for non-normally distributed continuous
variables (i.e. intake of 11 food groups). Study characteristics are described using means and
standard deviations (s.d.) or percentages (n/N, %). The food intake characteristics are
described using median and percentiles. Model results are presented as linear regression
coefficients (ß) and as odds ratios (OR) or risk ratios (RR) with corresponding 95%
confidence intervals (CI). Results of multinomial regression models are presented as relative
risk ratio (RRR) with 95% CI. Statistical significance was set at the conventional p-value <
0.05. All analyses were performed using the statistical software package R, version 2.14.1
[54].
3.3 Results
1) Early life risk factors of being overweight at 10 years of age
Standardized BMI at 10 years was significantly associated with birth weight (ß = 0.11, 95%CI
= [0.03 ; 0.19]), standardized BMI at 60-64 months of age (ß = 0.77, [0.73; 0.81]), high
parental education (ß = -0.15 [-0.29; -0.01]) and maternal smoking during pregnancy (ß =
0.13, [0.03; 0.22]), but not with high nor medium family income (ß = -0.01, [-0.11; 0.09] and
ß = -0.04, [-0.12; 0.04], respectively).
Being overweight at the age of 60-64 months was a strong risk factor for being overweight at
10 years of age. Children who were overweight at the age of 60-64 months were
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approximately 15 times more likely to be overweight at the 10 year examination compared to
children who were not overweight at the age of 60-64 months. This effect was strongest
among females (Odds Ratio (OR) = 17.75 [11.62; 27.10] vs. OR = 12.40 [8.41; 18.26] for
females and males, respectively). The association between high parental education and being
overweight at 10 years of age was also statistically significant among females (OR = 0.44
[0.22; 0.89] vs. OR = 0.70 [0.36; 1.35] for females and males, respectively).
2) Cesarean section and risk of childhood obesity
Mothers who underwent a CS delivery (~17%) had higher pre-pregnancy BMI (23.7 kg/m2 vs.
22.5 kg/m2) and higher gestational weight gain (15.3 kg vs. 14.5 kg), and shorter duration of
exclusive breastfeeding (3.4 vs. 3.8 months) compared to those who delivered vaginally. The
proportion of obese children at two years was greater among those delivered by CS compared
to vaginally (13.6% vs. 8.3%), but not at older ages.
In the unadjusted linear models, cesarean delivery was positively associated with the BMI zscores at age 2, 6, and 10 years (ß = 0.12 [0.00 to 0.25], ß = 0.14, [0.00 to 0.29], and ß =
0.24[0.08 to 0.40], respectively), but the estimate was attenuated after adjustment (ß = 0.10 [0.03 to 0.23], ß = 0.05 [-0.10 to 0.19], ß = 0.11 [-0.05 to 0.28], respectively). Significant
associations between CS and being overweight were not observed at all the three time points.
Crude and adjusted odds ratios were significant between CS and obesity at age two years
(ORcrude = 1.78 [1.21 to 2.62] vs. ORadj = 1.68 [1.10 to 2.58]) but not at age six years (ORcrude
= 2.15 [0.92 to 5.01] vs. ORadj = 1.49 [0.55 to 4.05]) or ten years (ORcrude = 1.58 [0.88 to 2.84]
vs. ORadj = 1.16 [0.59 to 2.29]).
3) Food intake and overweight in school-aged children
Compared to children with a low intake of meat and meat products, children with medium and
high intakes had greater BMI z-scores (ß = 0.10 [0.00; 0.20] and ß = 0.32 [0.21; 0.42],
respectively). Children with high fish and beverage intakes had greater BMI z-scores than
those with low fish and beverage intakes (ß = 0.13 [0.03 ~ 0.24] and ß = 0.23 [0.11; 0.35],
respectively). Compared to children with a low intake of confectionery, children with medium
and high confectionery intakes had smaller BMI z-scores (ß = -0.18 [-0.28; -0.07] and ß = 0.22 [-0.33; -0.12], respectively). No significant associations were found for the other food
groups.
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Compared to low intake groups, those with high intakes of meat, bakery, fish and beverage
had a higher risk of being overweight (OR = 2.08 [1.58; 2.73], OR = 1.62 [1.24; 2.11], OR =
1.39 [1.08; 1.80] and OR = 1.36 [1.01; 1.84], respectively). Furthermore, those with medium
and high intakes of confectionery were at a decreased risk of being overweight (OR = 0.64
[0.50; 0.83] and OR = 0.53 [0.40; 0.68], respectively). No significant associations were found
for the other food groups.
4) Maternal body mass index and food intake in school-aged children
Maternal BMI was associated with high meat intake in children (adjusted relative risk ratio
(RRR [95%CI]) = 1.06 [1.03; 1.09]). Maternal overweight was associated with child meat
intake (medium vs. low RRR = 1.30 [1.07; 1.59]; high vs. low RRR = 1.50 [1.19; 1.89]) and
egg intake (medium vs. low RRR = 1.24 [1.02; 1.50]; high vs. low RRR = 1.30 [1.07; 1.60]).
There were no consistent associations for rest food groups.
In crude models, every one-unit increase in maternal BMI was associated with a total energy
intake increase of 9.2 kcal [3.67 ~ 14.72] in the entire population. However, this effect was
not significant after fully-adjusted (4.2 kcal [-1.9; 10.3]).
3.4 Discussion
1) Based on a large sample, we developed a model that uses measured anthropometric
parameters during the first 5 years of life to predict being overweight at 10 years of age, with
consideration of potential confounders, such as parental education, family income and
maternal smoking during pregnancy, etc. In particular, information before 2 years of age was
available at more time points in our study (at birth, at weeks 4-6, at months 3-4, 6-7, and 1012). One limitation of the current study is a loss-of-follow-up over the time. In this study,
5965 (65.7%) subjects originally recruited at birth did not participate in the 10 year physical
examination. Non-participants were more likely to be overweight, come from a family with a
low household income and low parental education, and their mothers were more likely to have
smoked during pregnancy.
2) Using data at age 2, 6 and 10 years, we investigated the association between cesarean
delivery and childhood obesity. The strength of the current study is the use of measured
anthropometric data at 2, 6, and 10 years of age in a large birth cohort. We provided longterm data on the association between CS and obesity, after considering various set of potential
influencing factors. Our results were adjusted for maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and early
feeding variables, which were ignored by several previous studies. We also used unselected
12

healthy full term infants in our analyses, whereas most previous studies did not exclude
premature or small for gestational age babies. One limitation of the current study is a lack of
information on an early rupture of membrane in cases of CS. We also lack information on
early life antibiotic exposure. In addition, the numbers of obese children in CS group at age 6
and 10 years were small (8 and 16, respectively), which may have led to the null findings.
3) We investigated cross-sectional associations between food group intake with BMI z-scores
and with being overweight at 10 years of age, as well as associations between maternal BMI
with child energy and food intake, using a qualified FFQ. These two studies has several
strengths. Our analyses are based on two large population-based cohorts with measured
anthropometric data. The food groups are defined according to the Codex General Standard
for Food Additives’ food category system, which allows our results to be compared to future
studies. Instead of providing isocaloric interpretations, the multivariate energy partition
models allowed us to interpret our results while taking both energy and non-energy effects of
foods into account. One limitations of these studies is that causal relationship cannot be drawn
using the cross-sectional data. A further limitation is that reporting bias may exist in our study
as we used data collected from questionnaires. Differential, selective under-reporting may
thus be influencing our results, especially for overweight participants. In addition, data on
body composition and fat mass, mother’s concerns for child’s weight, mother’s perception of
child’s weight, and child’s own perception and concerns were not available. Future studies
should consider these factors.
3.5 Conclusion
Our results revealed that BMI and being overweight at 5 years of age (60-64 months) are
strong predictors of being overweight at 10 years of age; cesarean delivery may increase the
risk for obesity during early, but not late childhood; intake of meat, fish and beverages may
affect body weight status in children; maternal BMI and maternal overweight are important
correlates of a child’s intake of energy, meat and eggs. Overall, these studies contributed to
the current knowledge on crucial periods during early life for overweight in later life,
potential risk factors of childhood obesity, diet influences on childhood overweight, as well as
potential maternal effect on child food intake. Moreover, our results provided new insights for
early identification of children at risk of overweight, as well as overweight prevention and
intervention. In addition, our results suggest more efforts on longitudinal studies and more
attention on reverse causation and misreport in dietary assessments in future studies.
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Early life risk factors of being overweight at 10 years of age:
results of the German birth cohorts GINIplus and LISAplus
Z Pei1, C Flexeder1, E Fuertes1,2, E Thiering1, B Koletzko3, C Cramer4, D Berdel5, I Lehmann6, C-P Bauer7 and J Heinrich1
for the GINIplus and LISAplus Study Group
OBJECTIVE: To develop a prediction model that quantiﬁes the risk of being overweight at 10 years of age.
SUBJECTS/METHODS: In total, 3121 participants from the GINIplus (German Infant Nutritional Intervention plus environmental and
genetic inﬂuences on allergy development) and LISAplus (Inﬂuences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the
Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics) German birth cohorts were recruited. We predicted
standardized body mass index (BMI) at 10 years of age using standardized BMIs from birth to 5 years. Parental education, family
income and maternal smoking during pregnancy were considered as covariates. Linear and logistic regression models were used to
evaluate the impact of risk factors on BMI and on being overweight at 10 years of age, respectively.
RESULTS: Birth weight, standardized BMI at 5 years (60–64 months) (b ¼ 0.77; 95% conﬁdence interval (CI): 0.73–0.81) and
maternal smoking during pregnancy were positively associated with standardized BMI at 10 years of age. Standardized BMI
and overweight at 5 years were strongest predictors of being overweight at 10 years. Conversely, high parental education
conferred a protective effect (b ¼  0.15; 95% CI:  0.29 to  0.01). Being overweight at 5 years (60–64 months) increased the
risk of being overweight at 10 years of age with odds ratios above 10. Among children who were predicted to be overweight
at 10 years, cross-validation results showed that 76.8% of female subjects and 68.1% of male subjects would be overweight
at 10 years of age.
CONCLUSION: BMI and being overweight at 5 years of age are strong predictors of being overweight at 10 years of age. The
effectiveness of targeted interventions in children who are overweight at 5 years of age should be explored.
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition advance online publication, 24 April 2013; doi:10.1038/ejcn.2013.80
Keywords: overweight; obesity; children; risk factors; prediction

INTRODUCTION
Obesity is a major public health challenge. It is associated with
numerous illnesses and often persists into adulthood.1 Being
overweight during childhood and adolescence adversely affects
the onset of many diseases later in life.2 Identifying children at risk
of being overweight early on in life is essential for effective
prevention and intervention.3
Shankaran et al.4 reported that children who are overweight at
younger ages have a higher risk of being overweight at 11 years of
age. Moreover, it was noted that measurements taken closer to 11
years of age had greater predictive power. Similar results are found
in other studies.5,6 Several studies have also shown that birth
weight and maternal smoking during pregnancy are associated
with childhood obesity.7–10 Familial factors can explain up to 27% of
the variance in a child’s weight status.11 There are also many other
factors that increase the likelihood of being overweight later in life,
such as rapid growth during the ﬁrst two years of life, short duration
of breastfeeding, obesity in infancy, short sleep duration, o30 min
of daily physical activity and consumption of sugar-sweetened
beverages, and so on.12,13 Prediction models for being overweight
and obese have previously been developed based on some
of these determinants, but those utilizing information on body

mass indices (BMIs) collected during very early life (o5 years) are
scarce.
In this study, we established an overweight prediction model
using standardized deviation scores of anthropometric parameters
collected during the ﬁrst 5 years of life. Considering the availability
of covariates and the aim of developing a concise and easily
applicable prediction model, we only included parental education,
socioeconomic status and maternal smoking during pregnancy as
covariates. Cross-validation was used to test the validity of our
prediction model.
METHODS
Study population
Data from two ongoing German birth cohorts of healthy full-term neonates
were used in this study. GINIplus (German Infant Nutritional Intervention
plus environmental and genetic inﬂuences on allergy development) is an
ongoing birth cohort study initiated to investigate prospectively the
inﬂuence of a nutritional intervention during infancy, air pollution and
genetics on allergy development. GINIplus participants (N ¼ 5991 newborns) were recruited from obstetric clinics in Munich, Leipzig, Wesel and
Bad Honnef between September 1995 and July 1998. Details of the study
design are described elsewhere.14,15 A total of 2252 newborns with atopic
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2
heredity participated in a hydrolyzed protein infant formula intervention
study for the ﬁrst 4 months of life.14 This randomized controlled trial
showed marginally different BMIs across formula groups during the ﬁrst
year of life, but this effect did not persist to 6 and 10 years of age.15 A
sensitivity analysis in which formula type was entered into the models as a
confounder did not substantially change the results in this study (results
not shown). LISAplus (Inﬂuences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the
Immune System and the Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air
Pollution and Genetics) is an ongoing birth cohort examining the impact of
lifestyle-related factors, air pollution and genetics on immune system and
childhood allergy development. In total, 3097 neonates were recruited
from 14 obstetrical clinics in Munich, Leipzig, Wesel and Bad Honnef
between November 1997 and January 1999. Two participants removed
their consent to participate at the 6-year follow-up, and are not included in
the analysis. A detailed description of the study’s screening and
recruitment has been described previously.16,17 Detailed information on
allergy and trafﬁc emissions was collected at the 6-year follow-up, and
since this time, the term ‘plus‘ was added to the previous names of the
cohorts. This analysis is limited to the 3121 children who participated in
the physical examination at the 10-year follow-up (1921 from GINIplus and
1200 from LISAplus).
Approval by the respective local ethics committees (Bavarian General
Medical Council, University of Leipzig, Medical Council of North-RhineWestphalia) and written consent from all participating families were
obtained for both studies.

Outcome and covariates
Anthropometric measurements of weight and height were collected by
pediatricians during physical examinations at birth, at weeks 4–6, at
months 3–4, 6–7, 10–12, 21–24, 46–48 and 60–64 and at 10 years of age.
Data from birth to age 60–64 months were obtained from administrative
records and that at 10 years from a physical examination conducted as part
of the 10-year follow-up of the GINIplus and LISAplus studies.
BMI values were calculated from these weight and height measurements and transformed to standardized deviation scores (z-scores)
according to the sex- and age-speciﬁc ‘WHO-Child-Growth-Standards’ for
children.18,19 This standardization allows for comparisons across studies.
At every time point, the standard deviation (s.d.) of our population’s
standardized BMI measurements was calculated. If a child’s respective
standardized BMI was greater than this s.d., the child was identiﬁed as
being overweight at this time point, the methodology is consistent with
WHO standards.20
The set of covariates examined were maternal smoking during pregnancy,
family income and parental education level. As the distribution of family
income was skewed, this information was grouped into three categories
based on the quartiles of monthly average income per person in the
household (low for o25%, medium for 25–75% and high for 475%).
Parental education levels were deﬁned based on the highest number of
years either parent attended school (low o10 years, medium ¼ 10 years and
high 410 years).

Statistical analysis
As male and female subjects have different developmental tracks for
obesity,21 analyses were conducted pooled and stratiﬁed by sex.
Linear regression was used to analyze the effects of birth weight,
standardized BMI measurements during the ﬁrst 5 years of life and
covariates on standardized BMI measurements at the age of 10 years.
Logistic regression was used to assess the risk of being overweight at 10
years and to verify the results obtained from the linear regression model.
All models were adjusted for parental education, family income and
maternal smoking during pregnancy. Multivariate analyses indicated that
only birth weight and standardized BMI at the age of 60–64 months were
signiﬁcantly associated with the outcome of interest. Sensitivity analyses
excluding variables at 60–64 months (for example, only including
standardized BMIs up to the age of 46–48 months) and including variables
at a later age (for example, also including standardized BMI at the age of 6
years) were conducted. On the basis of the results from these models, birth
weight and standardized BMI recorded at the age of 60–64 months
appeared to be strong predictors of 10-year standardized BMI or being
overweight at 10 years of age, and these two variables were selected in the
main models (Figure 1, Model B).
Among the available study population (N ¼ 3121), 2272 children had
complete information on all variables included in the linear model. To test
the validity of the linear model, two-thirds (N ¼ 1515) of the complete
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition (2013) 1 – 8
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cases were randomly divided into a training data set, and the remaining
third (N ¼ 757) into a validation data set. The training data set was used to
ﬁt the linear regression model. The validation data set was used to
compare predicted overweight status at 10 years of age with the true
overweight status obtained from the physical examinations. The meansquare prediction error, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, positive predictive value
(PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were obtained. In this study,
sensitivity provides a measure for the percentage of correctly predicted
overweight children out of those who were overweight and speciﬁcity
provides a measure for the percentage of correctly predicted nonoverweight children out of those who were not overweight. PPV reﬂects
the probability of being overweight at 10 years if a child was predicted to
be overweight using our model, whereas NPV reﬂects the probability of
not being overweight at 10 years if a child was predicted as nonoverweight. This procedure was repeated 1000 times and the mean and
percentiles of these indices were calculated.
Differences between male and female subjects, as well as between
participants (N ¼ 3121) and non-participants (N ¼ 5965), of the 10-year
physical examination were tested using Pearson’s w2 test for categorical
variables or one-way analysis of variance for continuous variables. Study
characteristics are described using means, s.d.’s or percentages. Model
results are presented as linear regression coefﬁcients (b) for standardized
BMIs and as odds ratios (OR) for being overweight (yes/no), with
corresponding 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI). The cross-validation results
are presented using means and percentiles for each measure; 2.5th and
97.5 percentiles refer to a 95% CI. P-values below 0.05 are considered
statistically signiﬁcant. All analyses were performed using the statistical
software package R, version 2.14.1.22

RESULTS
Pooled and sex-speciﬁc characteristics of the participants of the
10-year physical examination are summarized in Table 1. The
mean birth weight was 3.40 kg (s.d. ¼ 0.44) for female subjects and
3.55 kg (s.d. ¼ 0.46) for male subjects. The means of the
standardized BMIs for examinations conducted during the ﬁrst 6
months of life were consistently negative for both genders. Those
for the standardized BMIs obtained from physical examinations
conducted after 1 year of age tended to be positive, with the
exception of that calculated for months 60–64 (  0.03 and  0.01
for female subjects and male subjects, respectively). The s.d.’s
were all approximately 1.0, as expected.23 A mean standardized
BMI o0 indicates that the entire distribution is shifted downward,
which suggests that the majority of the study population have
lower BMIs than the reference population. The mean standardized
BMI for male subjects (0.24) at 10 years of age was statistically
higher than for female subjects (0.13). Overweight rates in male
subjects were slightly higher than in female subjects, but were not
statistically signiﬁcant.
The baseline characteristics of participants and non-participants
of the 10-year follow-up examination are compared in Table 2.
Non-participants were more likely to have parents with low-tomedium levels of education, live in families with low income, have
mothers who smoked during pregnancy and to be overweight at
the age of 3–4, 46–48 and 60–64 months.
The associations between the investigated covariates and
standardized BMI at 10 years are presented in Table 3. When
considering the entire study population, standardized BMI at 10
years was signiﬁcantly associated with birth weight (b ¼ 0.11; 95%
CI: 0.03–0.19), standardized BMI at 60–64 months of age (b ¼ 0.77;
95% CI: 0.73–0.81), high parental education (b ¼  0.15; 95%
CI:  0.29 to  0.01) and maternal smoking during pregnancy
(b ¼ 0.13; 95% CI: 0.03–0.22), but neither with high nor medium
family income (b ¼  0.01; 95% CI:  0.11 to 0.09 and b ¼  0.04;
95% CI:  0.12 to 0.04, respectively). As shown in Table 3, a 1-unit
increase in standardized BMI at 60–64 months of age increased
the standardized BMI at 10 years of age by 0.78 in female subjects
and 0.77 in male subjects. Maternal smoking during pregnancy
had a positive effect on standardized BMI at 10 years of age
among female subjects and male subjects (b ¼ 0.15 and 0.11,
& 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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Figure 1. ORs for the association between risk factors and being overweight at 10 years. Models included (A) all categorized standardized BMIs
during the first 5 years of life and all covariates and (B) only select variables. Variables were selected based on multivariate models, in which only
birth weight and standardized BMI at 60–64 months were constantly associated with the outcome of interest. Parental education, family income
and maternal smoking during pregnancy were included as covariates. The reference populations used in the models for being overweight at
different ages were the corresponding non-overweight participants. The lowest scales of parental education and family income were used as the
reference categories for these variables. Maternal non-smokers were used as the reference population for maternal smoking during pregnancy.
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education and being overweight at 10 years of age was also
statistically signiﬁcant among female subjects (OR ¼ 0.44; 95% CI:
0.22–0.89 vs OR ¼ 0.70; 95% CI: 0.36–1.35 for female subjects and
male subjects, respectively). Birth weight and maternal smoking
during pregnancy were signiﬁcant in the prediction model for the
entire population. In the stratiﬁed analysis, maternal smoking
during pregnancy (OR ¼ 1.63; 95% CI: 1.02–2.59 vs OR ¼ 1.17; 95%
CI: 0.71–1.91 for female subjects and male subjects, respectively)
and high parental education (OR ¼ 0.44; 95% CI: 0.22–0.89 vs
OR ¼ 0.70; 95% CI: 0.36–1.35 for female subjects and male
subjects, respectively) were more strongly associated with being
overweight at 10 years of age among female subjects compared
with male subjects.
The cross-validation results of the linear prediction model are
presented in Table 4. In all, 37.0% of female subjects and 38.0% of
male subjects who were overweight at 10 years of age were
predicted as being overweight; 97.2% of female subjects and
95.5% male subjects who were not overweight at 10 years of age
were predicted as being not overweight. Among children who
were predicted to be overweight at 10 years, 76.8% of female
subjects and 68.1% of male subjects were actually overweight at
10 years of age. Finally, among children who were predicted to be
not overweight at 10 years, 86.2% of female subjects and 85.8% of
male subjects were actually not overweight at 10 years of age.

Table 1.

Characteristics of participants of the physical examination at
10 years of age
Mean (s.d.) or % (n/N)
Girls (n ¼ 1533)

Boys (n ¼ 1588)

Study cohort
GINIplus
LISAplus

62.9 (964/1533)
37.1 (569/1533)

60.3 (957/1588)
39.7 (631/1588)

Study center
Munich
Wesel
Leipzig
Bad Honnef

53.6
30.4
10.7
5.3

54.4
29.8
11.0
4.9

Parental educationa
Low
Medium
High

4.8 (73/1527)
26.6 (406/1527)
68.6 (1048/1527)

5.9 (93/1582)
26.9 (425/1582)
67.3 (1064/1582)

20.5
48.8
30.7
13.9

23.3
46.7
30.0
11.8

Family incomeb
Low
Medium
High
Maternal smoking
during pregnancy
Birth weightc (kg)

(822/1533)
(466/1533)
(164/1533)
(81/1533)

(288/1403)
(685/1403)
(430/1403)
(194/1398)

3.40 (0.44)

(863/1588)
(473/1588)
(174/1588)
(78/1588)

(337/1446)
(675/1446)
(434/1446)
(173/1469)

3.55 (0.46)

d

Standardized BMI
4–6 weeks
3-4 months
6-7 months
10–12 months
21–24 months
46–48 months
60–64 months
10 yearsc

 0.41
 0.52
 0.33
0.03
0.26
0.05
 0.03
0.13

Overweighte
4–6 weeks
3-4 months
6–7 months
10–12 months
21–24 months
46–48 months
60–64 months
10 years

6.8
6.3
9.1
16.5
21.8
15.1
13.1
20.3

(0.93)
(0.98)
(0.99)
(0.95)
(0.97)
(0.87)
(0.87)
(1.01)
(100/1467)
(92/1456)
(132/1445)
(227/1373)
(318/1458)
(219/1452)
(180/1377)
(311/1529)

 0.36
 0.45
 0.33
0.05
0.29
0.12
 0.01
0.24
8.1
7.3
9.2
16.3
23.8
15.7
12.8
21.1

(1.04)
(1.06)
(1.08)
(1.05)
(1.06)
(0.95)
(0.97)
(1.10)
(123/1515)
(110/1503)
(138/1500)
(232/1424)
(358/1506)
(236/1499)
(180/1411)
(335/1587)

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; GINIplus, German Infant Nutritional
Intervention plus environmental and genetic influences on allergy
development; LISAplus, Influences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the
Immune System and the Development of Allergies in Childhood plus
Air Pollution and Genetics; WHO, World Health Organization. aCategorized
according to the highest number of years either parent attended
school: low o10 years, medium ¼ 10 years and high 410 years. bDefined
according to quartiles of monthly average income: low o25%,
medium ¼ 25–75% and high 475%. cSignificant difference between
female and male subjects. dCalculated using WHO macros.18,19
e
According to WHO definition.20

respectively), but was only signiﬁcant among female subjects
(P ¼ 0.02).
Being overweight at the age of 60–64 months was a strong risk
factor for being overweight at 10 years of age (Figure 1). Children
who were overweight at the age of 60–64 months were
approximately 15 times more likely to be overweight at the
10-year examination compared with children who were not
overweight at the age of 60–64 months. This effect was strongest
among female subjects (OR ¼ 17.75; 95% CI: 11.62–27.10 vs
OR ¼ 12.40; 95% CI: 8.41–18.26 for female subjects and male
subjects, respectively). The association between high parental
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition (2013) 1 – 8
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DISCUSSION
We developed a model that uses anthropometric parameters
during the ﬁrst 5 years of life to predict whether a child will be
overweight at 10 years of age. Birth weight, standardized BMI at
the age of 60–64 months, parental education, family income and
maternal smoking during pregnancy were included in the ﬁnal
prediction model. High birth weight, high standardized BMI
at approximately 5 years of age (60–64 months) and maternal
smoking during pregnancy increased the risk of being overweight
at 10 years. Conversely, children of parents with high parental
education were less likely to be overweight at 10 years of age. The
sensitivity of our model was low, but the speciﬁcity was high. The
PPV was higher in the model for female subjects; the NPV was
similar across genders.
Previous studies have consistently shown that birth weight
is positively associated with being overweight or obese
later in life.4,24 This association is linear in some studies25 and
U-shaped in others.26 In our study, birth weight was positively and
linearly associated with standardized BMI at 10 years, but this
effect was only signiﬁcant among male subjects. High birth
weight was associated with being overweight at 10 years of age,
although the association was not statistically signiﬁcant. One
possible reason for the linear relationship between birth
weight and BMI later in life is that only full-term neonates with
a birth weight 42.5 kg were included in our study. Children with
low birth weight tend to show catch-up growth, which might
be associated with being overweight later in life.
In our study, we considered the effect of standardized BMIs
calculated at different time periods throughout early life and
childhood on standardized BMI and being overweight at 10 years
of age. Only the standardized BMI at 60–64 months of age was
signiﬁcantly associated with being overweight at the age of 10
years in all models. BMIs up to the age of 4 years do not appear to
be closely related to BMI at age of 10 years. These results support
the concept that the time and slope of the adiposity rebound, that
is, the age at and degree of increase in BMI from the age of
approximately 5 years onwards, is a key predictor of later obesity
risk.27–30 This hypothesis is in line with the recent observation that
preschool and primary school age are the most critical periods for
determining obesity later in life.31 The important impact of the
adiposity rebound on later body size may explain why BMI at the
approximate age of the adiposity rebound was closely related to
& 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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Table 2.

Differences between participants and non-participants of the 10-year physical examination
Mean (s.d.) or % (n/N)
Participants (n ¼ 3121)

Non-participants (n ¼ 5965)

Total (n ¼ 9086)

Gender male

50.9 (1588/3121)

51.5 (2988/5804)

51.3 (4576/8925)

Study cohorta
GINIplus
LISAplus

61.6 (1921/3121)
38.4 (1200/3121)

68.2 (4070/5965)
31.8 (1895/5965)

65.9 (5991/9086)
34.1 (3095/9086)

Study centera
Munich
Wesel
Leipzig
Bad Honnef

54.0
30.1
10.8
5.1

45.7
41.1
10.7
2.5

48.6
37.3
10.7
3.4

Parental educationa,b
Low
Medium
High

5.3 (166/3109)
26.7 (831/3109)
67.9 (2112/3109)

13.4 (788/5881)
31.0 (1825/5881)
55.6 (3268/5881)

10.6 (954/8990)
29.5 (2656/8990)
59.8 (5380/8990)

Family incomea,c
Low
Medium
High
Maternal smoking during pregnancya
Birth weight (kg)

21.9
47.7
30.3
12.8
3.47

25.3
47.8
26.9
20.8
3.47

23.2
47.8
29.1
18.0
3.47

Standardized BMId
4–6 weeks
3–4 monthsa
6–7 monthsa
10–12 months
21–4 months
46–48 months
60–64 months
10 years

 0.38
 0.48
 0.33
0.04
0.27
0.09
 0.02
0.19

Overweighte
4–6 weeks
3–4 monthsa
6–7 months
10–12 months
21–24 months
46–48 monthsa
60–64 monthsa
10 years

7.5
6.8
9.2
16.4
22.8
15.4
12.9
20.7

(1685/3121)
(939/3121)
(338/3121)
(159/3121)

(625/2849)
(1360/2849)
(864/2849)
(367/2867)
(0.46)

 0.36
 0.40
 0.28
0.07
0.25
0.09
0.00

(0.99)
(1.02)
(1.04)
(1.00)
(1.00)
(0.91)
(0.92)
(1.06)

(2729/5965)
(2451/5965)
(638/5965)
(147/5965)

(421/1666)
(797/1666)
(448/1666)
(1112/5358)
(0.46)
(0.99)
(1.04)
(1.05)
(1.02)
(1.03)
(1.00)
(0.99)

—

(223/2982)
(202/2959)
(270/2945)
(459/2797)
(676/2964)
(455/2951)
(360/2788)
(646/3116)

7.9
8.0
10.2
17.6
22.3
17.1
14.8
—

(342/4333)
(343/4288)
(427/4200)
(709/4032)
(853/3822)
(551/3214)
(397/2692)

 0.37
 0.44
 0.30
0.06
0.26
0.09
 0.01
0.19
7.7
7.5
9.8
17.1
22.5
16.3
13.8
20.7

(4414/9086)
(3390/9086)
(976/9086)
(306/9086)

(1046/4515)
(2157/4515)
(1312/4515)
(1479/8225)
(0.46)
(0.99)
(1.03)
(1.05)
(1.01)
(1.02)
(0.96)
(0.95)
(1.06)
(565/7315)
(545/7247)
(697/7145)
(1168/6829)
(1529/6786)
(1006/6165)
(757/5480)
(646/3116)

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; GINIplus, German Infant Nutritional Intervention plus environmental and genetic influences on allergy development;
LISAplus, Influences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics; WHO,
World Health Organization. aSignificant difference between participants and non-participants. bCategorized according to the highest number of years either
parent attended school: low o10 years, medium ¼ 10 years and high 410 years. cDefined according to quartiles of monthly average income: low o25%,
medium ¼ 25–75% and high 475%. dCalculated using WHO macros18,19. eAccording to WHO definition.20

BMI at 10 years of age, and BMIs at earlier ages were not. Children
who already have a high BMI at the age of 60–64 months are
expected to have an earlier age at and a steeper slope of the
adiposity rebound. In line with our observation, Angbratt et al.5
also reported that BMI at 5 years was closely associated with BMI
at 15 years.
We did several additional sensitivity analyses to conﬁrm the
observed high ORs at 60–64 months of age. First, we included
being overweight restricted up to the age of 46–48 months in the
models, but excluded being overweight at 60–64 months of age.
In these models, being overweight at 4 years (46–48 months) was
signiﬁcantly associated with being overweight at 10 years. The
magnitude of the 4-year effect decreased substantially when
variables at 60–64 months were reintroduced into the models.
Second, when we added being overweight at 6 years to the
models, being overweight at 5 years remained signiﬁcantly
& 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited

associated with being overweight at 10 years, whereas the
estimate associated with 46–48 months was no longer signiﬁcant.
In summary, BMI/overweight at 5 years (60–64 months) is a
stronger predictor of body weight status at 10 years than any
other earlier ages we examined. However, these models also imply
that being overweight closer to age 10 years may better predict
being overweight at 10 years of age. This hypothesis is in line with
another longitudinal study based on 907 children, followed from
birth to age 11 years, which concluded measurements closer to 11
years of age better predicted being overweight at 11 years of
age.4 As the numbers of subjects with measured BMI at 6 years in
this study were only half of the total population available, and as
our results already revealed that from age 5 years onwards, being
overweight was predictive of being overweight at 10 years of age,
we did not include information collected at 6 years in the main
models.
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Table 3.

Linear regression coefficients for the association between potential risk factors and standardized BMIs at 10 years

Risk factorsa

Females (N ¼ 1114)
b

Males (N ¼ 1158)

Total (N ¼ 2272)

b

95% CI

P-value

b

95% CI

P-value

b

95% CI

P-value

Birth weight
Standardized BMIc at 60–64 months

0.09
0.78

 0.01, 0.19
0.72, 0.84

0.08
o0.001

0.11
0.77

0.01, 0.21
0.73, 0.81

0.03
o0.001

0.11
0.77

0.03, 0.19
0.73, 0.81

0.002
o0.001

Family incomed
Low
Medium
High

Ref.
0.00
0.04

 0.12, 0.12
 0.10, 0.18

0.93
0.50

Ref.
 0.07
 0.06

 0.19, 0.05
 0.20, 0.08

0.23
0.35

Ref.
 0.04
 0.01

 0.12, 0.04
 0.11, 0.09

0.37
0.76

Ref.
 0.12
 0.15
0.15

 0.34, 0.10
 0.37, 0.07
0.01, 0.29

0.27
0.15
0.02

Ref.
 0.06
 0.15
0.11

 0.26, 0.14
 0.35, 0.05
 0.05, 0.27

0.53
0.14
0.16

Ref.
 0.10
 0.15
0.13

 0.26, 0.06
 0.29,  0.01
0.03, 0.22

0.19
0.03
0.01

Parental educatione
Low
Medium
High
Maternal smoking during pregnancy

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; Ref., reference; WHO, World Health Organization. aOnly risk factors that were associated with standardized BMI at 10
years were included in our prediction model. bEstimated change in 10-year standardized BMI. cCalculated using WHO macros.(18, 19). dDefined according to
quartiles of monthly average income: low o25%, medium ¼ 25–75% and high 475%. eCategorized according to the highest number of years either parent
attended school: low o10 years, medium ¼ 10 years and high 410 years.

Table 4.

Cross-validation results (n ¼ 1000 iterations) for the prediction modela
Girls (N ¼ 1114)

MSE
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
PPV (%)
NPV (%)

Boys (N ¼ 1158)

Total (N ¼ 2272)

Mean

2.5% Quantile

97.5% Quantile

Mean

2.5% Quantile

97.5% Quantile

Mean

2.5% Quantile

97.5% Quantile

o0.001
37.0
97.2
76.8
86.2

o0.001
27.2
95.3
63.3
82.8

0.003
47.1
98.9
88.9
89.5

0.002
38.0
95.5
68.1
85.8

o0.001
28.8
93.1
56.0
82.7

0.005
48.3
97.6
80.5
89.0

o0.001
37.1
96.5
72.5
86.1

o0.001
30.8
95.1
64.0
83.9

0.002
44.1
97.8
81.1
88.3

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; MSE, mean-square prediction error; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value. aBased on the
linear prediction model. Being overweight was defined using standard deviations of standardized BMIs at 10 years of age (girls: 41.01; boys: 41.10;
total: 41.06).

Several studies have shown that maternal smoking during
pregnancy increases the risk of being overweight or obese among
children.9,32,33 In our study, we found a signiﬁcant association only
among female subjects. Further studies are needed to replicate
this result and investigate whether and why gender-speciﬁc
effects exist. One hypothesis may be that tobacco smoke exposure
impacts the metabolism in female subjects differently than that in
male subjects. Because second-hand smoking is also a risk factor
for being overweight or obese,34 we also studied the effect of
this covariate on standardized BMI at 10 years, but found no
signiﬁcant associations.
In previous works, parental education, family household income
and occupational status were combined into one socioeconomic
status variable (SES).35,36 Parental education is an independent risk
factor for being overweight,37 and there are complex patterns that
govern the associations between family income and being
overweight, which can also differ by race and gender.38 To try
to disentangle these effects, we studied the effect of parental
education and family income on the risk of being overweight at 10
years using two separate variables.
A recent Dutch study reported that changes in BMI s.d. scores in
each 1-year-interval from birth up to the age of 8 years were all
signiﬁcantly associated with being overweight at 8 years of age.
The results of this study suggest that there is no speciﬁc critical
time period during development that is notably associated with
being overweight later in childhood.39 In contrast, our results
show that BMI at approximately 5 years of age, which might be
the time of the adiposity rebound, is a strong predictor of being
European Journal of Clinical Nutrition (2013) 1 – 8
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overweight later in life. There are important differences between
this study and the recent Dutch study, which may explain the
differing results. First, self-reported and measured anthropometric
data were combined in the Dutch study, whereas only
anthropometric data collected during physical examinations was
used in our study. Thus, reporting bias and consequently
misclassiﬁcation of being overweight is likely lower in this study.
Second, the previous Dutch paper had a larger sample size than
this study (3963 vs 2272), but had fewer children with complete
information on all variables (489 vs 2272). Missing data were
imputed in the Dutch study, whereas we limited our analysis to
only those children who provided complete information. Imputing
values may introduce more information bias and a greater
uncertainty in the results, which could offset the beneﬁts of a
greater sample size. Third, confounding variables were taken into
account in our study, whereas models were not adjusted for
potential confounders in the Dutch study. Finally, information
before 2 years of age was available at more time points in
our study (at birth, at weeks 4–6, at months 3–4, 6–7, 10–12 in our
study compared to at birth, at 3 months, at 1 year of age for the
Dutch study).
Nonetheless, our study is not without limitations. Loss to followup is inevitable in cohort studies. In our study, 5965 (65.7%)
subjects originally recruited at birth did not participate in the
10-year physical examination. Non-participants were more likely to
be overweight, come from a family with a low household income
and low parental education, and their mothers were more likely to
have smoked during pregnancy. A second limitation of this study
& 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited
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is that we did not consider all known causes of childhood obesity,
such as genetic variation, epigenetics, endocrine disease, diet,
physical activity and sleep.12 These risk factors are not available in
both the GINIplus and LISAplus study. Furthermore, including a
large number of covariates into the prediction model would have
hindered our goal of developing a concise and simple model for
application.
On the basis of our prediction model, we found that high birth
weight, high standardized BMI at approximately 5 years of age
and maternal smoking during pregnancy increased the risk of
being overweight at 10 years of age. Conversely, having parents
with a high level of education decreases this risk. The effects of
targeted interventions focused on 5-year-old overweight children
should be explored. The prediction model we have developed can
be used to identify children at high risk of becoming overweight
at the age of 10 years.
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Abstract
Objective Longitudinal data from a population based German birth cohort were used to
investigate whether delivery by a cesarean section (CS), compared to vaginal delivery, is a
risk for childhood obesity.
Study design Healthy, full-term infants were recruited. Being overweight and obesity were
defined using measured weight and height according to WHO reference data. Associations
between CS and being overweight or obese were investigated at age 2, 6 and 10 years
(n=1734, 1244, 1170, respectively) by multivariable logistic regression models adjusted for
socioeconomic status, child characteristics, and maternal pre-pregnancy characteristics.
Results Mothers who underwent a CS delivery (~17%) had higher pre-pregnancy BMI (23.7
kg/m2 vs. 22.5 kg/m2) and higher gestational weight gain (15.3 kg vs. 14.5 kg), and shorter
duration of exclusive breastfeeding (3.4 vs. 3.8 months) compared to those who delivered
vaginally. The proportion of obese children at two years was greater among those delivered
by CS compared to vaginally (13.6% vs. 8.3%), but not at older ages. Regression analyses
revealed that children delivered by CS were more likely to be obese at 2 years compared to
those delivered vaginally (ORadj = 1.68 [1.10 to 2.58]), but not at age 6 (ORadj = 1.49 [0.55 to
4.05] or 10 years (ORadj = 1.16 [0.59 to 2.29]).
Conclusion Cesarean delivery may increase the risk for obesity during early childhood. Our
results do not support the hypothesis that increasing rates of cesarean section contribute to the
childhood obesity epidemic. Further studies are necessary to confirm our findings.
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Abbreviations: BMI – body mass index; CS – cesarean section; LISAplus – Influences of
Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the Development of Allergies in
Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics; OR – odds ratio; SD – standard deviation; WHO
– world health organization; VD – vaginal delivery.
Introduction
Obesity is recognized as a major public health challenge1. Childhood obesity often persists
into adulthood and increases the risk of metabolic syndrome and adult morbidities2, 3. The gut
microbiota is considered to be a modifying factor for obesity4, 5. Gut microbiota may
contribute to obesity by increasing dietary energy utilization, promoting fat deposition, and
triggering systemic inflammation6, 7.
Within the last 20 years, cesarean section (CS) rates have doubled in Germany (1991: 15.3%
vs. 2010: 31.9%)8. Delivery by CS has been recognized as a risk factor of short-term
impaired lung function, hypoglycemia, reduced breast feeding initiation9, 10, altered immune
responses11, and long-term effects on immune related conditions such as asthma12, respiratory
morbidity13 and type 1 diabetes14. Mode of delivery shapes the acquisition and structure of
infants’ microbiota. Infants born by CS acquire different bacterial communities compared to
vaginally delivered infants15, 16.
Several cohort and case control studies report conflicting results on the association between
CS and obesity17-25. A recent meta-analysis concluded that CS was moderately associated
with offspring overweight and obesity26. The ‘hygiene hypothesis’ is the background of
possible relationships27. In additional, altered postnatal feeding and metabolic control in CS
versus vaginal delivered infants may have long term effects on appetite regulation or energy
metabolism and may contribute to the significant increase in body mass9. Generalizations of
the findings of these studies is challenging given that these studies were performed in
different countries, with participants born in different time periods and followed for different
lengths of time, and various confounding control strategies were used. In particular, several
important potential confounders were not consistently included in the analyses. For instance,
maternal pre-pregnancy BMI may influence both the decision of having a CS28 and the risk of
obesity in offspring29; premature or small for gestational age versus full term infants may
have altered growth trajectories30, 31 and therefore a higher risk for obesity later in life32, 33;
and early feeding pattern and a lower rate of breast feeding initiation and duration are known
to be consequences of CS9 and may play a role on the biological pathway between CS and
later-life obesity5.
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To date, the effect of CS on long-term children’s growth remains controversial. In the current
study, we used longitudinal data from a German birth cohort, which recruited healthy full
term infants, to examine whether CS is associated with growth and whether the effect of CS
on growth persists into school age after adjusting for socioeconomic status, maternal and
children characteristics.
Methods
Study population
Data were analyzed from the ongoing German birth cohort LISAplus (Influences of LifestyleRelated Factors on the Immune System and the Development of Allergies in Childhood plus
Air Pollution and Genetics). The study design of this birth cohort study has been described
previously34. From November 1997 to January 1999, 3097 healthy full term neonates
(gestational age > 37 weeks and birth weight > 2500 grams) were recruited from Munich,
Leipzig, Wesel, and Bad Honnef. Infants with congenital disorders or perinatal problems
were excluded. Physical examinations including anthropometric measurements were
performed when the children were 2, 6, and 10 years old. The number of children for which
had information on mode of delivery and anthropometric measurements at 2, 6, and 10 years
of age was 1734, 1244, 1170, respectively.
The study was approved by the respective local ethics committees (Bavarian General Medical
Council, University of Leipzig, Medical Council of North-Rhine-Westphalia) and all
participating families provided written consent.
Outcome
Body Mass Index (BMI; weight in kg/(height in m)2) were calculated using height and weight
measurements collected during the physical examines. BMI z-scores were calculated using
WHO macros35. We defined overweight and obesity using WHO reference data (overweight:
BMI ≥ 85th and < 95th percentile for age and sex; obesity: BMI ≥ 95th percentile for age and
sex)36.
Exposure and potential influencing factors
Information about mode of delivery was collected by questionnaires at enrollment. Mode of
delivery was defined as a binary variable: CS and vaginal delivery. Data on whether the CS
was elective or emergency cesarean section and perinatal maternal exposure to antibiotics
were not available.
Potential influencing factors included city of recruitment, parental education, duration of
gestation, birth weight, head circumference at 3 days of age, maternal age, maternal prepregnancy BMI, and maternal smoking during pregnancy. Sociodemographic data and
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maternal characteristics were collected by questionnaires at enrollment and during follow up
visits. We categorized parental education according to the highest number of years either
parent attended school (low < 10 years, medium = 10 years, and high > 10 years). In addition,
the feeding variables (i.e. breastfeeding initiation, exclusive breastfeeding duration, and
timing of solid food introduction) were considered as potential mediators.
Statistical analysis
Study characteristics are presented stratified by mode of delivery; all available data were used
in the analyses. Multivariable linear and logistic regression models were used to evaluate the
association between CS and BMI z-scores, being overweight and obesity.
Results from three models are provided. Model 1 includes only the association between mode
of delivery and the three outcome variables (crude model); model 2 includes an adjustment
for parental education, city of recruitment, birth weight, duration of gestation, and head
circumference; model 3 is additionally adjusted for maternal age, maternal pre-pregnancy
BMI, and maternal smoking during pregnancy. In addition, stratified analyses by feeding
variables and further adjustment for these variables were conducted.
Differences in study characteristics between children delivered by CS and vaginal delivery
were tested by t-test for continuous variables, Chi-square for binary variables, and Fisher’s
exact test for multi-level variables (first-levels used as the reference level). Study
characteristics are described using means (standard deviation (SD)) or number (%). Model
results are presented as linear regression coefficients (ß) and as odds ratios (OR) with
corresponding 95% confidence intervals [95% CI]. P-values below 0.05 are considered
statistically significant. All analyses were performed using the statistical software package R,
version 2.14.137.
Results
Participant characteristics at each time point are shown in table 1. Seventeen percent of
children were delivered by CS (range at different time points: 17.01 – 17.44 %). For
participants at two years of age, mothers who delivered by CS had higher pre-pregnancy BMI
(23.7 kg/m2 vs. 22.5 kg/m2, p<0.05), gestational weight gain during pregnancy (15.3 kg vs.
14.5kg, p<0.05), and proportion of smoking during pregnancy (19.4% vs. 14.3%, p<0.05),
and shorter exclusive breastfeeding duration (3.4 vs. 3.8 months, p<0.05) compared to those
delivered vaginally. Similar distribution of above variables was observed for participants at
six and ten years of age.
Similar distribution of birth weight was observed between CS and vaginal delivery. Children
delivered by CS had higher BMI at 10 years than those delivered vaginally (17.5 kg/m2 vs
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17.2 kg/m2, p<0.05). BMI z-scores at two and ten years of age were higher in children
delivered by CS (0.37 vs. 0.25, p<0.05; 0.33 vs. 0.09, p<0.05 for two and ten years,
respectively). The prevalence of obesity at 2 years of age was higher among children
delivered by CS compared to those delivered vaginally (13.6% vs. 8.3%, p<0.05). This
difference did not persist to 6 and ten years of age.
Comparing basic characteristics of participants and non-participants revealed that there were
no major differences in the BMI characteristics and the CS rate between participants and nonparticipants for all time points (Supplement table 1). Children recruited in Leipzig, and those
born to a young mother or to parents with low levels of education (<ten years) were more
likely to drop out.
Results from the multivariable models are shown in Figure 1~3. In the unadjusted linear
models, cesarean delivery was positively associated with the BMI z-scores at age 2, 6, and 10
years (ß = 0.12 [95% CI: 0.00 to 0.25], ß = 0.14, [95% CI: 0.00 to 0.29], and ß = 0.24, [95%
CI: 0.08 to 0.40], respectively), but the estimate was attenuated after adjustment (ß = 0.10,
[95% CI: -0.03 to 0.23], ß = 0.05, [95% CI: -0.10 to 0.19], ß = 0.11, [-0.05 to 0.28],
respectively). Significant associations between CS and being overweight were not observed
at all the three time points. Crude and adjusted odds ratios were significant between CS and
obesity at age two years (ORcrude = 1.78, [1.21 to 2.62] vs. ORadj = 1.68, [1.10 to 2.58]) but
not at age six years (ORcrude = 2.15, [0.92 to 5.01] vs. ORadj = 1.49, [0.55 to 4.05]) or ten
years (ORcrude = 1.58, [0.88 to 2.84] vs. ORadj = 1.16, [0.59 to 2.29]). Further adjustments for
feeding variables did not substantially change the results at the three time points (detailed
numbers for all models are provided in Supplement table 2). In addition, stratified analyses
by feeding variables showed similar results among groups (results not shown).
Discussion
In this study, we found that children delivered by CS were more likely to be obese at age two
years. Although there was still a trend at six and ten years of age, significance was lost,
particularly after adjustment for maternal characteristics.
Data from a birth cohort of 1255 US children suggest that delivery by CS compared to
vaginal delivery increases the risk of obesity at 3 years of age (OR 2.10, [1.36 to 3.23])17.
This birth cohort is similar to ours with respect to the time period of recruitment, the
inclusion criteria and confounders considered. The OR for being obese at 3 years in the US
study is comparable to our result at 2 years (OR = 1.74, [1.12 to 2.70]). However, no follow
up data beyond 3 years of age was presented in this US study.
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Results from a Chinese birth cohort (n=181380) recruited from 1993 to 1996 indicate a
higher risk of being overweight at the age of 5 years for children born by CS (OR = 1.13,
[1.08 to 1.18])23. However, premature infants were included in these analyses (inclusion
criteria: gestational age ≥ 28 weeks). One Brazilian study examined the impact of CS on
obesity at the age of 4, 11, 15, and 23 years. In the crude models, subjects delivered by CS
had an approximately 50% higher ratio of obesity at each age group. However, after adjusting
for potential confounders (family income, maternal schooling, maternal pre-pregnancy BMI,
maternal skin color, birth weight), all associations were null except among 4-year-old boys18.
Another Brazilian study reported an increased risk of obesity at the age of 23 to 25 years
among individuals delivered by CS, after adjusting for birth weight, maternal smoking, and
maternal schooling (prevalence ratio: 1.58, [1.23 to 2.02]). Information on maternal BMI and
breastfeeding was not available22. One recent Brazilian study demonstrated a positive
association between CS and increased BMI z-score in two distinct socioeconomic status cities.
However, positive associations between CS and obesity were only observed in city Ribeirao
Preto, where information on pre-pregnancy maternal weight was not available25.
A recent Danish study based on mandatory conscription data (n = 21051) observed a higher
prevalence of obesity at the age of 18 years among males delivered by CS19. However, the
shortage of socioeconomic and maternal information is an important limitation of this study.
The outcome variable was defined using data from two sources which yielded quite different
obesity rates; one used measured BMI (6% obesity rate) and the other used a diagnosis of
obesity in the conscription record (0.6% based rate). Moreover, this study recruited men born
between 1977 and 1983, a period during which CS was almost exclusively conducted in case
of medical indications. This may also explain the low CS rate (10%) in this study. Factors
such as socioeconomic region38, socioeconomic status39, education level40, and a higher
prevalence of obesity in pregnant women28 are known to be influential in the decision to have
a CS nowadays.
A recent meta-analysis concluded that those delivered by CS have a moderately increased
risk of being overweight between 3 to 23 years of age (overall pooled OR: 1.33 [1.19,1.48])25.
However, many studies included in this meta-analysis did not have information on early
feeding pattern and maternal pre-pregnancy BMI, and none excluded premature and small for
gestational age infants. These important differences may explain the conflicting results
observed between studies. From the published data and our own results, we hypothesize that
the effect of CS on obesity may be stronger during early childhood (e.g. ≤ 3 years of age), but
that the magnitude of this effect may decline in later life. One possible explanation may be
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that as children grow older, several other risk factors for obesity may become more important
than the mode of delivery. These may include dietary habits in the family41, television
viewing42, physical activity and an obesogenic environment43.
Previous studies have hypothesized that delivered by CS affects the onset of obesity through
an altered gut microbiota17-19. An altered microbiota composition may lead to excess body
weight gain through several possible mechanisms: (i) microbiota can transform nondigestible food into biochemically absorbable nutrients, contributing to increased energy
harvest; (ii) the microbiota may regulate gut gene expression leading to an increase in free
fatty acids and adipose levels; (iii) gut bacteria may initiate an inflammatory state of obesity
through activated lipopolysaccharides7, 27.
Children delivered by CS have different pattern of intestinal colonization at birth, due to a
different first oral microbial ingestion15, 44. Compared with vaginally delivered infants, CS
born infants were reported to have a lower proportion of Bacteriodes16,
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and a higher

proportion of Firmicutes16 at 6 weeks and 4 months of age. Similar results were found in
animal models46, 47. Moreover, an elevated Firmicutes-to-Bacteroidetes ratio was found in
obese children between 6 and 16 years of age, compared to lean children48. Other specific
patterns of gut microbiota (increased Lactobacillus reuteri with lack of Bifidobacteria) may
also be associated with human obesity49, 50, but potential mechanisms are unclear. Given that
Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes are two prominent divisions in mammalian gut microbiota51,
and Bacteroidetes was reported to be protective against later obesity50, an altered gut flora
pattern seems to play a role for metabolism and later-life obesity. Results from previous
cross-sectional studies indicate that gut microbiota influences or is influenced by host body
weight status52. Long-term studies on the gut colonization in humans are scarce. We
hypothesize that gut microbiota plays a more important role for the risk of obesity during
early life, but that this effect or the microbiome itself may be mantled by other life style
factors later on. Our findings should stimulate future studies to assess gut microbiota patterns
throughout childhood in order to investigate potential mechanisms.
Several short term physiological changes in response to delivery by CS has been described,
both in humans and animal models including altered fat and glucose metabolism and feeding
pattern (failure of breast feeding initiation and decreased milk intake, different maternal
hormones, etc)9. This may have long term consequences for the appetite regulation or
metabolic control9. These differences could contribute to the increased body mass either
independently or in conjunction with altered gut microbiota.
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There are other possible explanations for our findings. First, CS is strongly recommended for
certain medical indications (e.g. placenta previa, the infant or head circumference is too large
for VD, unusual position, labor is not progressing which is common in obese mothers etc).
However, CS are also increasingly now conducted without any clear medical indication:
some mothers have extreme fear of pain during vaginal delivery, hospitals and physicians
benefit from the higher costs of reimbursement for operative delivery, CS is more culturally
acceptable and sometimes considered a “better or modern” option than VD. This could lead
to selection bias, and it may vary among studies. Second, multiple factors may play more
important roles than CS on obesity later in life. For instance, maternal pre-pregnancy BMI is
known to influence a child’s birth weight53 and is an independent determinant of a child’s
BMI in later life54-56. CS may be only an intermediate factor for the association between
maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and offspring obesity. Moreover, there are possibly other
similar influencing factors (e.g. birth weight, feeding habits, food intake, physical activity,
etc).
The strength of the current study is the use of measured anthropometric data at 2, 6, and 10
years of age in a large birth cohort. We provided long-term data on the association between
CS and obesity, after considering various set of potential influencing factors. Our results were
adjusted for maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and early feeding variables, which were ignored by
several previous studies. We also used unselected healthy full term infants in our analyses,
whereas most previous studies did not exclude premature or small for gestational age babies.
We could confirm our data by performing a sensitivity analysis using children who
participated in all the three measurements. The risk of CS for obesity at 2 years of age was
even stronger (ORadj = 2.91, [1.48 to 5.72]), whilst no association between CS and BMI zscore (ß = 0.16, [-0.05 to 0.37]) or being overweight could be seen (ORadj = 1.02, [0.53 to
1.95]).
One limitation of the current study is a lack of information on an early rupture of membrane
in cases of CS. In this situation, the infant may acquire some of the maternal vaginal flora.
However, the maternal fecal flora is still lacking in these situations. A rupture of membrane is
more likely in an unplanned CS, but one study which compared planned and unplanned CS
did not find differences in terms of obesity and standardized BMI17. We also lack information
on early life antibiotic exposure. Antibiotics are commonly used during CS, particularly in
the case of ruptured membranes. Antibiotics have an effect on the mother and offspring’s
microbiota and early antibiotic exposure has been associated with an increased risk of being
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overweight57. Mice models also indicate that antibiotics in early life may alter microbiota
colonization29.
A further limitation of our study is a loss-of-follow-up over times, which may lead to
selection bias. We compared participants and non-participants at each time of measurement
and found that children who left the study were more likely to have been recruited from
Leipzig and be born to young mothers and to parents with less education. Neither BMI
characteristics nor cesarean delivery rates significantly differed between participants and nonparticipants at all three time points making a bias due to selected drop outs unlikely. More
than 50% of participants at 2 years continued with the 6- and 10-year follow-ups, where they
showed similar BMI characteristics as the drop-outs. Participants at age 10 years were
comprised from both participants and non-participants at age 2 and 6 years, and these two
groups of children also had very similar BMI characteristics. Participants at age 10 years
were comprised from both participants and non-participants at age 2 and 6 years, and these
two groups of children also had very similar BMI characteristics. In addition, the numbers of
obese children in CS group at age 6 and 10 years were small (8 and 16, respectively), which
may have led to the null findings. Therefore the results must be interpreted with caution.
Furthermore, we cannot exclude the possibility that our models may be over adjusted, as
some of the covariates in our analysis may be correlated. For instance, maternal prepregnancy BMI is associated with birth weight58, childhood BMI56, and cesarean delivery59, 60.
We cautiously conducted our analyses using a forward-stepwise strategy and performed
stratified analyses for factors that had strong effects on the outcomes, such as birth weight
and maternal pre-pregnancy BMI. Delivery by CS was associated with a higher risk of
obesity for normal weight mothers (results not shown). Finally, the potential that residual
confounding may be affecting the results is always a possibility.
Conclusion
Delivery by CS may increase the risk of obesity during early childhood. Our results do not
support the hypothesis that the increasing rates of CS are contributing to the childhood
obesity epidemic. Further studies are necessary to confirm our findings.
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Table 1 Characteristics of participants at each time point. Values are mean (SD) or number (%). Stratified by delivery
mode
Age
2 years
6 years
10 years
Vaginal
(n=1439)

Caesarean
(n=295)

Vaginal
(n=1027)

Caesarean
(n=217)

Vaginal
(n=966)

Caesarean
(n=204)

30.8 (4.4)

31.8 (4.4)*

31.5 (4.1)

31.9 (4.2)

31.6 (4.2)

32.2 (4.4)

Munich

498 (34.6)

118 (40.0)

486 (47.3)

106 (48.8)

461 (47.7)

104 (51.0)

Leipzig

577 (40.1)

111 (37.6)

291 (28.3)

66 (30.4)

269 (27.8)

58 (28.4)

Bad Honnef

219 (15.2)

32 (10.8)*

150 (14.6)

25 (11.5)

135 (14.0)

21 (10.3)

145 (10.1)

34 (11.5)

100 (9.7)

20 (9.2)

101 (10.5)

21 (10.3)

low

56 (3.9)

11 (3.7)

38 (3.7)

6 (2.8)

32 (3.3)

6 (3.0)

medium

458 (32.1)

78 (26.5)

259 (25.4)

49 (22.7)

252 (26.3)

43 (21.2)

high

913 (64.0)

205 (69.7)

721 (70.8)

161 (74.5)

675 (70.4)

154 (75.9)

198 (14.3)

*

119 (12.0)

*

Maternal characteristics
Age, years
City, n(%)

Wesel
a

Parental education , n (%)

119 (12.7)

36 (18.5)*

22.5 (3.9)

24.0 (4.9)

*

22.5 (3.8)

23.8 (4.9)*

15.3 (5.6)*

13.9 (4.7)

15.5 (5.9)*

14.1 (4.7)

15.8 (5.9)*

706 (49.1)

127 (43.1)

487 (47.4)

91 (41.9)

471 (48.8)

86 (42.2)

Head circumference ≥ 37 cm, n (%)
Age, months

154 (10.9)
24.1 (0.6)

*

61 (21.0)
24.2 (0.6)*

109 (10.8)
73.2 (2.0)

46 (21.4)
73.0 (1.5)

113 (11.9)
122.3 (2.5)

41 (20.3)*
122.3 (2.4)

Gestational age at birth, weeks

39.9 (1.2)

39.7 (1.4)

39.9 (1.2)

39.7 (1.4)

39.9 (1.2)

39.6 (1.4)*

Birth weight, kg

3.5 (0.4)

3.5 (0.5)

3.5 (0.4)

3.5 (0.6)

3.5 (0.4)

3.5 (0.6)

Smoking during pregnancy, n (%)
2

Pre-pregnancy BMI, kg/m

Gestational weight gain, kg

55 (19.4)

22.5 (3.8)

23.7 (4.5)

*

14.5 (5.0)

42 (20.1)

Child characteristics
Female sex, n (%)

*

*

Breastfeeding initiation, n (%)

1356 (94.4)

273 (92.9)

983 (96.4)

200 (93.0)

922 (95.9)

188 (93.1)

Exclusive breastfeeding duration,
months
Total breastfeeding duration, months

3.8 (2.3)

3.4 (2.4)*

4.0 (2.2)

3.4 (2.5)*

4.0 (2.2)

3.4 (2.5)*

4.7 (2.0)

4.6 (2.1)

5.0 (1.8)

4.6 (2.1)*

4.9 (1.8)

4.6 (2.1)*

<4 months

134 (12.9)

24 (11.0)

77 (10.0)

17 (10.1)

70 (9.9)

14 (8.9)

4-6 months

686 (65.9)

156 (71.6)

516 (67.2)

120 (71.4)

474 (66.9)

114 (72.2)

≥7 months

221 (21.2)

38 (17.4)

175 (22.8)

31 (18.5)

164 (23.2)

30 (19.0)

16.1 (1.3)

16.3 (1.5)

15.6 (1.6)

15.8 (1.7)

17.2 (2.6)

17.7 (2.5)*

0.08 (0.99)

0.22 (1.00)

0.09 (1.07)

0.33 (1.06)*

Timing of solid food introduction, n (%)

2

BMI, kg/m

BMI z-score

*

0.25 (0.98)

0.37(1.06)

<85th percentile

1111 (77.2)

208 (70.5)

971 (94.5)

201 (92.6)

785 (81.3)

153 (75.0)

85th to <95th percentile

208 (14.5)

47 (15.9)

38 (3.7)

8 (3.7)

129 (13.4)

35 (17.2)

18 (1.8)

8 (3.7)

52 (5.4)

16 (7.8)

119.0 (5.1)

119.4 (4.9)

143.6 (6.5)

143.9 (6.6)

BMI category, n (%)

≥95th percentile
Height, cm

*

120 (8.3)

40 (13.6)

88.2 (3.2)

88.2 (3.4)

a

categorized according to the highest number of years either parent attended school: low<10 years, medium=10 years and high>
10 years
*
significant difference between caesarean delivery and vaginal delivery, tested by t-test for continuous variables, chi-square for
binary variables, Fisher’s exact test for multi-level variables (first-levels were set as reference level)
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Figure legend
Figure 1 Estimate coefficients for the association between CS and BMI z-score at 2, 6, and
10 years of age. Model 1 unadjusted model. Model 2 added socioeconomic status and child
characteristics. Model 3 added maternal characteristics.
Figure 2 Odds ratios for the association between CS and overweight at 2, 6, and 10 years of
age. Model 1 unadjusted model. Model 2 added socioeconomic status and child
characteristics. Model 3 added maternal characteristics.
Figure 3 Odds ratios for the association between CS and obesity at 2, 6, and 10 years of age.
Model 1 unadjusted model. Model 2 added socioeconomic status and child characteristics.
Model 3 added maternal characteristics.
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Abstract
Objective Investigate the cross-sectional association between food intake and overweight in
children.
Methods Height and weight were measured in 2565 school-aged children. Intakes of 11 food
groups were categorized (low, medium and high) using specific tertile cut-offs. Multivariate
energy partition models were applied. Adjustment included energy intake from other food
groups, city, family income, parental education, and screen time. Possible under-reporters
was identified and used in sensitivity analyses.
Results Compared to low intake, high intakes of meat, fish, beverages and bakery products
were associated with greater BMI z-scores (ß [95% CI] = 0.32 [0.21; 0.42], ß = 0.13 [0.03;
0.24], ß = 0.23 [0.11; 0.35] and ß = 0.10 [-0.01; 0.20]) and increased risk of being overweight
(OR = 2.08 [1.58; 2.73], OR = 1.39 [1.08; 1.80], OR = 1.36 [1.01; 1.84] and OR = 1.62 [1.24;
2.11]). Conversely, medium and high intakes of confectionery were associated with smaller
BMI z-scores (ß = -0.18 [-0.28; -0.07] and ß = -0.22 [-0.33; -0.12]) and decreased risk of
being overweight (OR = 0.64 [0.50; 0.83] and OR = 0.53 [0.40; 0.68]). These associations
were robust to sensitivity analyses.
Conclusions Intakes of meat, fish, beverages and bakery products correlate with body weight
status.
Key Words: Food intake, overweight, child, BMI z-score, energy partition model,
epidemiology
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Introduction
Obesity is a major public health concern [1, 2]. Childhood obesity often persists into
adulthood and can substantially decrease quality of life [3], increase the risk of metabolic
syndrome and adult morbidities [4, 5], and be a heavy financial burden on the public health
system [6].
Obesity is mainly a consequence of an unbalanced energy status [7]. Hence, the influence of
diet (intake of individual nutrients and certain food items, dietary patterns and habits) and
energy intake have been considered in many studies on the etiology of obesity [8-11].
However, the findings are difficult to reconcile [12, 13]. Several different types of models (i.e.
standard multivariate model, residual nutrient model, energy partition model, multivariate
nutrient density model) are commonly used in epidemiological studies, which are adjusted for
total energy intake [14]. The results of these models can and have been interpreted using
different perspectives. One important difference between energy partition models and other
types of models aforementioned is that the coefficient calculated from this former type of
model represents both energy and non-energy associations with the nutrient. The coefficient
obtained from other model types leads to isocaloric substitution interpretations [14, 15].
Isocaloric interpretations are problematic when total energy intake is associated with the
outcome under study [14], which may be one potential explanation for the conflicting results
of previous studies. Another possibility could be the misreporting of energy intake in dietary
assessment [16]. Moreover, selective reporting possibly exists. Results from the ALSPAC
study revealed that under-reporters had lower records of fat/sugar-containing foods such as
biscuits, cakes, chocolates and sweets [17]. Additionally, factors including food habits,
portion size estimation, as well as ethnicity and cultural differences may also influence the
accuracy of food intake data [16].
The association between food intake with BMI z-scores and being overweight during
childhood remains controversial [18]. In the current study, we used data from two German
birth cohorts to examine cross-sectionally whether the intake levels of specific food groups
are associated with being overweight or obese at the age of 10 years, after adjusting for
energy from all other food groups and other potential confounding factors.
Materials and methods
Study population
Data from two ongoing German birth cohort studies were used in the current analysis.
GINIplus (German Infant Nutritional Intervention plus environmental and genetic influences
on allergy development) is an ongoing birth cohort study initiated to prospectively investigate
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the influence of a nutritional intervention during infancy, as well as air pollution and genetics
on allergy development. GINIplus participants (N=5991 newborns) were recruited from
obstetric clinics in Munich and Wesel between September 1995 and July 1998. Details of the
study design are described elsewhere [19]. During the first 4 months, a total of 2252
newborns with atopic heredity participated in a hydrolyzed protein infant formula
intervention study [20]. This randomized controlled study showed that the BMIs of children
at 1 year were marginally different among the formula groups, but not at 6 and 10 years of
age [21].
LISAplus (Influences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the
Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics) is an ongoing birth
cohort examining the impact of lifestyle-related factors, air pollution and genetics on immune
system and allergy development in childhood. In total, 3097 neonates were recruited from 14
obstetrical clinics in Munich, Leipzig, Wesel and Bad Honnef between November 1997 and
January 1999. A detailed description of the study’s screening and recruitment has been
described previously [22].
During the 10-year follow-up, information on food intake was collected from 3437
participants (2194 from GINIplus, 1243 from LISAplus) by means of a validated semi
quantitative Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ). Height and weight were measured for
3116 participants (1918 from GINIplus, 1198 from LISAplus) during the 10-year physical
examinations. In the current study, 2565 children (1308 males and 1257 females) from
GINIplus (n = 1596) and LISAplus (n = 969) with complete data on FFQ and BMI are
included (Figure 1).
Approval by the respective local ethics committees (Bavarian General Medical Council,
University of Leipzig, Medical Council of North-Rhine-Westphalia) and written consent
from all participating families were obtained for both studies.
Definition of outcomes: BMI z-scores and overweight
Weight and height were measured by physicians during the 10-year physical examinations.
BMI values were calculated and transformed to age- and sex-specific BMI z-scores using
WHO macros [23]. Children were defined as being overweight or obese using the BMI zscore standard deviation (SD), according to WHO guidelines [24]. Children with BMI zscores greater than one SD (BMI z-score > +1 SD) were defined as overweight. Children of
normal weight (BMI z-score ≤ +1SD) were used as the reference group in all models. As the
number of obese (BMI z-score > +2 SD) children was small (n=116), we included these
children with the overweight group.
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Definition of predictors: eleven food groups
The details and effectiveness of the FFQ have been published elsewhere [25]. Briefly,
information on food intake frequencies and portion sizes of 82 food items were collected
using parent-completed questionnaires. Seventy-nine food items were grouped into 11 food
groups according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives’ food category system
[26]. We excluded three food items: nut-nougat-cream, water and syrup. Nut-nougat-cream
has a complex composition and could not be adequately classified into one food group. Syrup
intake was very low in the current study. Water intake was excluded as its consumption does
not yield energy. However, we used water intake as an additional adjustment variable when
assessing the association between beverage intake and the outcomes, as beverage intake is
reported to be associated with water intake [27]. Information on the intake of sweeteners,
salts, spices, soups, sauces, and foodstuffs intended for particular nutritional uses were not
available in the current study.
For each of the 11 food groups, the intake for each child in grams per day was calculated.
Because the distributions of the food intakes were positively skewed, we categorized these
values into three levels (low, medium, high) using group- and sex-specific tertile cut-offs.
Potential confounding factors
We included several potential confounding factors that confound the association between
food intake and the outcomes of interest. The set of covariates examined were city of
residence (Munich, Wesel, Bad Honnef, Leipzig), parental education level, family income
and screen viewing time. Parental education levels were defined according to the highest
number of years either parent attended school (low < 10 years, medium = 10 years and high >
10 years). Family income was defined into three categories according to the city-specific
quartiles of monthly average income (low < 25%, medium 25 - 75% and high > 75%). We
used time spent in front of a screen (including TV, video and computer viewing), hereon
referred to as “screen time”, as a sedentary behavior covariate, as sedentary behavior has
been associated with greater increases in BMI between ages 9 and 15 years [28]. This
variable was collapsed into 2 categories: low screen time included children who spent < 1
hour per day in summer and <2 hours per day in winter in front of a screen; high screen time
included children who spent ≥ 1 hour per day in summer and ≥ 2 hours per day in winter in
front of a screen. In addition, there were 15 children who spent < 1 hour per day in summer
and ≥ 2 hours per day in winter in front of a screen. These children were included into the
high screen time category.
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We additionally defined a variable “under-reporter versus plausible energy intake reporter”
based on a ratio of total energy intake (TEI) to basal metabolic rate (BMR). BMR is
estimated using height, weight, and age according to Milffin et al [29]. Because
approximately 70% of total energy expenditure is used for basal life processes [30], we
defined an under-reporter as a child with 0.7*TEI < BMR. A plausible energy intake reporter
was defined as a child with 0.7*TEI ≥ BMR. As the estimation of BMR and the cut-off used
to differentiate under-reporters and plausible energy intake reporters may not be entirely
accurate [31], this variable was not included in the final models, but rather was used for
descriptive and sensitivity analyses only.
Statistical analysis
As preliminary analyses suggested no differences in the associations between food intakes
and BMI z-scores by sex, data for males and females were pooled for all analyses. For each
of the 11 food groups, unadjusted and multivariate energy partition models [15] were used to
examine the associations between each food group intake (in grams per day) with BMI zscores and being overweight. Low intake levels were used as the reference group in all
models. According to the definition of the partition model [14], we calculated energy intake
from the food group itself and energy intake from all other food groups. Instead of total
energy intake, energy intake from all other food groups was included as a covariate in the
models. For each food group, there was a specific energy intake from all other food groups.
Differences between respondents and non-respondents as well as overweight and normal
weight subjects were tested using Pearson’s χ2 test for categorical variables and Student’s ttest for continuous variables. Study characteristics are described using means and standard
deviations (s.d.) or percentages (n/N, %). Model results are presented as linear regression
coefficients (ß) for BMI z-scores and odds ratios (OR) for being overweight, with
corresponding 95% confidence intervals (ß [95% CI] or OR [95% CI], respectively). All
analyses were performed using the statistical software package R, version 2.14.1 [32].
Additional sensitivity analyses were performed. 1) To examine whether the formula
intervention in GINIplus study attenuated our results, sensitivity analyses in which the
models were additionally adjusted for formula type was conducted. 2) To study the
potentially existing under-reporting issue in the present study, analyses were stratified by
“under-reporter versus plausible energy intake reporter”. In addition, sensitivity analyses
adjusting for this variable in the pooled models were performed. 3) To compare the effect
size of the associations between food items that had similar dietary content with BMI zscores and being overweight, we performed analyses in several pairs: red meat (i.e. pork, beef
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and sausages) vs. white meat (i.e. chicken), fresh water fish vs. sea water fish, fish sticks vs.
other fish-subgroups, vegetables vs. fruits, chocolate/chocolate bars vs. soft sweets. 4) We
additionally investigated associations between BMI z-scores and the individual food items
which had been combined into the bakery products and beverages food groups.
Results
Characteristics of the study population at 10 years of age are shown in table 1. Female
participants comprised 49.0% of the sample. The mean BMI z-score was 0.16, which
suggests that the majority of the study population had a larger BMI than the reference
population. The standard deviation was approximately 1.00, as expected [33]. The prevalence
of overweight was 19.7%. The average total energy intake was 2082 ± 606 kcal. The
characteristics of children included in the current analyses and those from the original birth
cohorts who are not included are significantly different in the following three aspects: weight
of children at age 10 years, family income at age 10 years and parental education level. The
children who were excluded from the present study were more likely to be overweight at age
10 years (25.4%), from low-income families (25.2%) and to have parents with low education
level (13.0%) compared to those included in this analysis (19.7%, 21.3% and 4.7%,
respectively) (data not shown).
The proportion of under-reporters among overweight and normal weight participants is
shown in table 2. Compared to participants of normal weight, there was a significantly higher
proportion of under-reporters among overweight participants for both males and females
(32.6% vs. 19.2% and 27.6% vs. 17.1%, respectively, p<0.001).
Details of which food items were grouped into which food groups are shown in table 3.
The food intake of each food group in grams per day as well as percent energy consumed per
day is shown in table 4.
The adjusted coefficients for the association between food group intakes and BMI z-scores at
age 10 years are shown in figure 2. Compared to children with a low intake of meat and meat
products, children with medium and high intakes had greater BMI z-scores (ß = 0.10 [0.00;
0.20] and ß = 0.32 [0.21; 0.42], respectively). Children with high fish and beverage intakes
had greater BMI z-scores than those with low fish and beverage intakes (ß = 0.13 [0.03 ~
0.24] and ß = 0.23 [0.11; 0.35], respectively). Compared to children with a low intake of
confectionery, children with medium and high confectionery intakes had smaller BMI zscores (ß = -0.18 [-0.28; -0.07] and ß = -0.22 [-0.33; -0.12], respectively). No significant
associations were found for the other food groups.
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Adjusted ORs for the association between food intake groups and being overweight at age 10
years are shown in figure 3. Compared to low intake groups, those with high intakes of meat,
bakery, fish and beverage had a higher risk of being overweight (OR = 2.08 [1.58; 2.73], OR
= 1.62 [1.24; 2.11], OR = 1.39 [1.08; 1.80] and OR = 1.36 [1.01; 1.84], respectively).
Furthermore, those with medium and high intakes of confectionery were at a decreased risk
of being overweight (OR = 0.64 [0.50; 0.83] and OR = 0.53 [0.40; 0.68], respectively). No
significant associations were found for the other food groups.
Additional adjustment for formula type did not substantially change our results (data not
shown).
Adjusting additionally for “under-reporter versus plausible energy intake reporter” attenuated
the effect size, but the association between BMI z-scores and confectionery intake was still
significant (ß [95% CI]: -0.18 [-0.28; -0.07] vs. -0.12 [-0.23;-0.02] and -0.22 [-0.33; -0.12] vs.
-0.13 [-0.24; -0.03] for medium and high intake of confectionery before and after adjustment,
respectively). The association between being overweight and confectionery intake also
remained significant with attenuated effect size (OR [95% CI]: 0.64 [0.50; 0.83] vs. 0.71
[0.55; 0.93] and 0.53 [0.40; 0.68] vs. 0.63 [0.48; 0.82] for medium and high intake of
confectionery before and after adjustment, respectively). Moreover, effect estimates for
under-reporters were not notably different than those for plausible energy intake reporters.
Detailed numbers are provided in Supplement table 1.
Analyses stratified by red meat and white meat yielded significantly positive associations
with BMI z-scores (ß for medium intake: 0.07 [-0.03; 0.18] vs. 0.27 [0.11; 0.42] and ß for
high intake: 0.20 [0.09; 0.31] vs. 0.22 [0.13; 0.31] for red meat and white meat, respectively)
and being overweight (OR for medium intake: 1.16 [0.89; 1.52] vs. 1.77 [1.22; 2.58] and OR
for high intake: 1.57 [1.20; 2.06] vs. 1.64 [1.31; 2.05] for intake of red meat and white meat,
respectively) for both subgroups. Also, the analyses stratified by fresh water fish and sea
water fish showed similar results (OR for medium intake: 1.22 [1.01; 1.65] vs. 1.27 [1.00;
1.66] and OR for high intake: 1.28 [1.02; 1.68] vs 1.32 [1.02; 1.72] for fresh water fish and
sea water fish, respectively). High intake of fish sub-groups that exclude fish stick was
significantly associated with being overweight (OR: 1.47 [1.15; 1.87]), but not the case for
high fish stick intake (0.94 [0.75; 1.19]). Analyses stratified by fruit and vegetables yielded
marginally significant association between high intake of vegetable and increased BMI zscore (ß: 0.11 [0.01; 0.22]). However, high vegetable intake was not associated with being
overweight (OR: 1.26 [0.97; 1.64]). Analyses stratified by chocolate/chocolate bars and soft
sweets revealed that chocolate/chocolate bars had smaller estimate coefficients than soft
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sweets (medium intake: 0.67 [0.52; 0.87] vs. 0.94 [0.73; 1.22] and high intake: 0.68 [0.53;
0.89] vs. 0.71 [0.55; 0.92], respectively). The estimate coefficients only slightly differed
among the different bakery food items, and were all significant (data not shown). The effect
estimates and significance in sugar sweetened beverages (e.g. cola, nectars, lemonade, energy
drinks and etc.) were greater compared to that in juices (e.g. fruit juices, diluted juices,
vegetable juices, etc.), the associations between BMI z-scores and beverages were all
significant (data not shown).
Discussion
In the present study, we observed significant positive cross-sectional associations between
high intakes of meat, fish, bakery products and beverages with BMI z-scores and with being
overweight at 10 years of age. Moreover, confectionery intake was negatively associated with
BMI z-scores and being overweight. Additional model adjustments for energy reporting
status and other sensitivity analyses did not substantially change our results.
Meat and fish intake and BMI
Although data from a cross-sectional KiGGS study (n=13450) revealed a similar association
between high intake of meat with overweight and obesity in 3- to 17-year old children [34],
our findings should be interpreted with caution as our study is cross-sectional. Animal protein
may play a role in the associations, as meat and fish are rich in it. Results from the DONALD
study showed significantly positive associations between animal protein intake during
puberty and fat-free mass in young adulthood [35], which is in line with evidence from
randomized controlled trials in children [36, 37] and adults [38]. Thus, the association
between BMI with intake of meat and fish may be a reflection of accumulating fat-free mass.
The association between BMI z-scores with fat mass and fat-free mass is reported to vary
according to the degree of body fatness (overall multiple R2 ranged from 0.90 to 0.96) [39].
Among children with BMI z-scores > 1, BMI z-scores were more strongly associated with
fat-free mass than fat mass. In contrast, among children with BMI z-scores ≤ 1, BMI z-scores
were more strongly associated with fat mass than fat-free mass [39].
Several studies have reported positive associations between protein intake during early life
(<1 year) and obesity in childhood [40-42]. The hypothesis behind this observation is that
higher protein intake during early life is associated with faster weight gain [40]. However, the
protein intake of rapid growers at age 2 years did not influence the change in BMI z-scores
between age 2 and 5 years in the DONALD study [43]. Our study population (of 10-year old
children) is nearing puberty, a developmental stage during which fast weight gain is possible.
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Whether protein intake in puberty contributes to weight gain remains unclear, could not be
addressed in this analysis, and needs to be explored in future studies.
Meat consumption has been identified as a lifestyle indicator in several adult studies [44, 45].
Compared to vegetarians, meat consumers had lower education levels, lower social economic
statuses and lower household incomes. These factors may have an impact on the onset of
obesity [46, 47]. Overall, the associations between meat intake with BMI z-scores and being
overweight were robust, regardless of which models were used or which confounders were
considered. These consistent associations highlight the need for future prevention and
intervention against overweight and obesity among children.
Confectionery intake and BMI
We observed negative associations between confectionery intake and BMI z-scores.
Associations between confectionery intake and BMI z-scores are conflicting [48, 49]. We
believe there are two possible explanations for our results. First, the seemingly protective
effect of confectionery might be attributable to reverse causation. Energy-dense, high-fat,
low-fiber dietary pattern has been identified as a correlate of increased adiposity during
childhood and adolescent [50]. Parents of overweight or obese children, or the children
themselves, may have consciously reduced or limited their confectionery intake to lose
weight. This artifact would have caused the results to indicate that children of normal weight
consume more chocolate and candies than overweight children. Moreover, potential reporting
bias may be possible as under-reporters usually have higher weight statuses [16, 50, 51]. It is
also possible that children and parents under-reported the intake of “unhealthy food” [17].
However, adjusting for under-reporters did attenuate the effect size, but the association was
still significant. Second, as sugars can be satiety-stimulating in the short-term (2 hours) [52],
intake of confectionery could have reduced subsequent food intake, which could lead to
lower BMI. In the current study, the overall energy contribution of confectionery was low
(median %En: 3.0%), which does not support a major causal role of confectionery for high
BMI.
O'Neil et al [53] examined the effect of candy consumption on obesity using data from the
NHANES study in 11181 participants (age ranged from 2 to 18 years). Candy consumers
(approximately 25% of the total population) had lower ORs for being overweight (0.78, 95%
CI: 0.68 to 0.90) and obese (0.74, 95% CI: 0.66 to 0.82) after adjusting for sex, ethnicity, age
and energy intake. However, a study in 1139 Saudi Arabian males aged 10 to 14 years
reported that children who consumed sweets and candy one or more times per day were at a
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higher risk of being overweight (OR: 1.7, 95% CI: 1.3 to 2.3). However, this OR was not
adjusted for potential covariates [54].
Intakes of bakery products and beverages and BMI
In the current study, eleven kinds of bread or cakes were combined into a bakery products
group (e.g. whole-grain bread, refined bread, cream cake, etc.). The materials used in the
production of these items likely differ (e.g. polyols, sugar alcohols, natural sweeteners,
sucrose, etc.). Therefore, the associations between BMI z-scores and these food items were
examined individually. However, the estimate coefficients of different bakery food items
only slightly differed. In general, bakery products belong to medium-to-high glycemic index
categories [55], which may help explain the associations between BMI and consumption of
bakery products [56]. In addition, reverse causation and misreporting may exist in the
association between bakery products intake and overweight, as bakery products are also
energy-dense, high-fat, low-fiber food [17, 50]. Therefore, the true ORs may be even larger
than the observed. However, to which extent these possibilities may affect the results must be
interpreted cautiously. Take confectionery and bakery products for example, intake of
confectionery is usually between meals, which is likely to be restricted, especially for
overweight children; whilst bakery products are always consumed during meals, a child is
unlikely to skip main meals even if he is overweight. Thus, the potential effect of reverse
causation may be stronger for confectionery intake compared to bakery products. Future
studies are needed to explore these possibilities in different food groups.
Previous studies suggest a possible link between intake of soft drinks with increased BMI and
obesity [18, 57]. Beverage intake may contribute to a higher BMI by increasing total energy
intake. This hypothesis is supported by several studies in children and adolescents [58, 59].
Greater effect estimates and significance in sugar sweetened beverages compared to that in
juices were observed. Both the higher levels of sugar in sugar sweetened beverages and lower
consumptions of juices could have contributed to this difference.
Strengths and limitations
The current study has several strengths. Our analyses are based on two large populationbased cohorts with measured anthropometric data. The food groups are defined according to
the WHO food category system, which allows our results to be compared to future studies.
Instead of providing isocaloric interpretations, the multivariate energy partition models
allowed us to interpret our results while taking both energy and non-energy effects of foods
into account. Sensitivity analyses were nevertheless conducted using different models (i.e.
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multivariate standard model and multivariate density model, results not shown), and similar
results were obtained.
Our study has some limitations. First, only cross-sectional data was available for this
exploratory analysis. Thus, cause and effect associations cannot be drawn. Second, data on
body composition and fat mass were not available. These data would have provided more
information on weight status rather than only using BMI. However, it has been shown that
the percentage of body fat and BMI have similar patterns over time [60]. Third, reporting bias
may exist in our study as we used data collected from questionnaires. Differential, selective
under-reporting may thus be influencing our results, especially for overweight participants, as
has been previously observed [16, 50, 51]. We did observe a higher proportion of underreporters in overweight participants for both males and females, although the definition of
under-reporters used in our study is not ideal. However, additional adjustment for the “underreporter vs. plausible energy intake reporter” did not notably change our results. Still, the
high proportion of potential under-reporters (approximately 30%) calls for the use of caution
in future studies.
Conclusion
Our results suggest that a high intake of meat, fish, beverages and bakery products is
associated with increased body weight status. Particularly, meat intake may be an important
correlate of being overweight. The influence of possible reverse causation on the association
between food intake and being overweight needs to be explored in future studies.
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Table 1. Characteristics of study population at 10 years of age with available BMI
and FFQ data (n=2565)
Mean (s.d.) or % (n/N)
Female
Study
GINIplus
LISAplus
City of residence
Munich
Leipzig
Bad Honnef
Wesel
Family incomea
Low
Medium
High
Parental educationb
Low
Medium
High
High screen timec
Age at 10-year physical examination, months

49.0 (1257/2565)

BMI, kg/m2

17.3 (2.4)
d

62.2 (1596/2565)
37.8 (969/2565)
56.1 (1438/2565)
9.3 (238/2565)
4.9 (125/2565)
29.8 (764/2565)
21.3 (499/2346)
48.0 (1126/2346)
30.7 (721/2346)
4.7 (120/2555)
26.0 (665/2555)
69.3 (1770/2555)
31.4 (796/2532)
122.5 (2.7)

BMI z-score
0.16 (1.05)
e
BMI z-score category
normal weight
80.3 (2059/2565)
overweight
19.7 (506/2565)
Total energy intake, kcal
2082 (606)
a
Defined according to quartiles of monthly average income: low < 25%, medium 25–75%
and high > 75%
b
Categorized according to the highest number of years either parent attended school: low <
10 years, medium = 10 years and high > 10 years
c
Low for < 1 hour per day in summer and <2 hours per day in winter; high for ≥ 1 hour per
day in summer and ≥ 2hours per day in winter
d
Calculated using WHO macros [23]
e
According to WHO guidelines [24]
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Table 2. Under-reportersa by weight status in the study population, stratified by sex
Male
Female
Total
Plausible
Plausible
Plausible
b
Weight status
Underenergy intake
Underenergy intake
Underenergy intake
reporter
reporter
reporter
reporter
reporter
reporter
Normal weight Number
200
841
174
844
374
1685
Percantage, %
19.2%
80.8%
17.1%
82.9%
18.2%
81.8%
Overweight
Number
87
180
66
173
153
353
*
Percantage , %
32.6%
67.4%
27.6%
72.4%
30.2%
69.8%
a
Under-reporter: Basal metabolic rate (BMR) < 70% total energy intake, plausible energy intake reporter: BMR ≥ 70% total
energy intake
b
Normal weight: BMI z-score < +1SD, overweight: BMI z-score ≥ 1
*
Significant difference between overweight and non-overweight groups, tested by Pearson’s χ2 test, p < 0.001
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Table 3. Definition of food groupsa
Food groups
Food items included
Dairy and dairy products cheeses, milk and yogurts, cream, fresh cream
Fats and oils
butter and margarines, oils
Fruits and vegetables
cooked potatoes, nuts, pumpkin, pine seeds, sunflower seeds,
carrots, peppers, spinach, chard, cabbage, lettuce, apples, pears,
citrus fruits, berries
Confectionery
chocolate, chocolate bars, soft sweets
Cereal
muesli, cereals, corn flakes, crispy, rice, pasta, noodles
Bakery products
bread, toast, multi-grain bread, whole wheat bread, white rolls,
pretzels, croissants, chocolate rolls, cakes, pastries, cookies,
biscuits
Meat and meat products pork, beef, veal, poultry, organ meats, wiener, sausage, salami
Fish and fish products
freshwater fish, saltwater fish, herring, fish sticks, canned fish
Eggs and egg products
egg, scrambled egg, fried egg, semolina, pudding, rice pudding
Beverages
fruit juices, fruit nectars, vegetable juices, diluted juices, sparkling
drinks, lemonade, cola, ice tea, sport drinks, energy drinks, tea
Ready-to-eat savories
crisps, chips, croquettes, pizza
a
Defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system
[26]
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Table 4. Distribution of food intake in the study population (grams per day)
33rd percentile
66th percentile
a
Food groups
median
%Enb
Male
Male
Female
Female
Dairy and dairy products
315
259
217
477
378
14.4
Fats and oils
14
11
10
19
18
4.0
Fruits and vegetables
279
214
235
325
348
7.4
Confectionery
16
11
10
25
20
3.0
Cereal
80
66
60
108
95
14.3
Bakery products
141
119
112
173
161
18.4
Meat and meat products
97
84
68
133
109
12.0
Fish and fish products
16
12
10
24
21
1.2
Eggs and egg products
18
13
12
26
22
1.4
Beverages
573
399
339
852
728
8.0
Ready-to-eat savories
41
35
29
53
46
4.9
a
Defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system
[26]
b
%En, median percent energy consumed per day
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Figure legend
Figure 1 Flow chart of study population. FFQ: food frequency questionnaire, BMI: body
mass index
Figure 2 Adjusted coefficients for the association between food group intake tertiles and
BMI z-scores. Models are adjusted for energy intake from other food groups, city of
residence, family income, parental education, and screen time. *The association between
beverage intake and BMI z-scores was additionally adjusted for water intake
Figure 3 Adjusted ORs for the association between food group intake tertiles and being
overweight. Models are adjusted for energy intake from other food groups, city of residence,
family income, parental education, and screen viewing time. *The association between
beverage intake and being overweight was additionally adjusted for water intake
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Abstract
Objectives Mother’s BMI is a strong predictor of child BMI. Whether mother’s BMI
correlates with child food intake is unclear. We investigated associations between mother’s
BMI/overweight and child food intake using data from two German birth cohorts.
Methods Food intakes from 3230 participants were derived from parent-completed food
frequency questionnaires. Intakes of eleven food groups were categorized into three levels
using group- and sex-specific tertile cut-offs. Mother’s BMI and overweight were calculated
based on questionnaire data. Multinomial regression models assessed associations between
child food intake and mother’s BMI/overweight. Linear regression models assessed
associations between total energy intake and mother’s BMI. Models were adjusted for study
region, maternal education, age, sex, pubertal status, energy intake, and the BMIs of the child
and father.
Results Mother’s BMI was associated with high meat intake in children (adjusted relative
risk ratio (RRR [95%CI]) = 1.06 [1.03; 1.09]). Mother’s overweight was associated with
child meat intake (medium vs. low RRR = 1.30 [1.07; 1.59]; high vs. low RRR = 1.50 [1.19;
1.89]) and egg intake (medium vs. low RRR = 1.24 [1.02; 1.50]; high vs. low RRR = 1.30
[1.07; 1.60]). There were no consistent associations for rest food groups. For every one-unit
increase in mother’s BMI, the total energy intake in children increased by 9.2 kcal [3.7; 14.7].
However, this effect was not significant after adjusting for child BMI.
Conclusion Our results suggest that mother’s BMI and mother’s overweight are important
correlates of a child’s intake of energy, meat and eggs.
Key words: Mother’s BMI, food intake, energy partition model, overweight, obesity, child
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Introduction
Obesity is a major public health concern. (1) According to the 2010 International Obesity
Task Force analysis, approximately 200 million school-aged children are overweight or obese
around the world. (2) Childhood obesity often persists into adulthood and is associated with
increased adult morbidities. (3)
Parental BMIs are associated with offspring BMIs and weight statuses. (4-6) A child’s BMI
has been shown to be more strongly associated with their mother’s BMI than their father’s
BMI. (5,7) The observed associations between parental BMI and the development of obesity
in offspring may be mediated through genetic and environmental influences. (8)
Food intake, as a major environmental factor influencing obesity, has been considered in
many studies on the etiology of obesity. (9,10) Obesity is mainly believed to be a
consequence of an unbalanced energy status. (11) It is known that parents play a role in
shaping their child’s eating patterns and eating behavior. (12,13) Given that eating behavior
differs among obese and normal weight individuals (14) and that parental eating behavior
traits are correlated with offspring BMI (15), overweight and normal weight mothers
probably impose different influences on the food intake patterns of their children.
Previous studies have focused on maternal/parental influences on child’s eating behavior (1619), but very few considered mother’s BMI at the same time. (19) It is currently unclear
whether mother’s BMI correlates with child food intake, especially specific food groups. The
present study aims to investigate the association between mother’s BMI and child food intake
at the age of 10 years using data from the population based German birth cohorts GINIplus
and LISAplus.
Materials and methods
Study population
Data from two population based German birth cohort studies were analyzed. GINIplus
(German Infant Nutritional Intervention plus environmental and genetic influences on allergy
development) is an ongoing birth cohort study initiated to prospectively investigate the
influence of a nutritional intervention during infancy, as well as air pollution and genetics, on
allergy development. GINIplus participants (N=5991 newborns) were recruited from obstetric
clinics in Munich and Wesel between September 1995 and July 1998. Details of the study
design are described elsewhere. (20)
LISAplus (Influences of Lifestyle-Related Factors on the Immune System and the
Development of Allergies in Childhood plus Air Pollution and Genetics) is an ongoing birth
cohort examining the impact of lifestyle-related factors, air pollution and genetics on immune
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system and childhood allergy development. In total, 3097 neonates were recruited from 14
obstetrical clinics in Munich, Leipzig, Wesel and Bad Honnef between November 1997 and
January 1999. A detailed description of the study’s screening and recruitment has been
described previously. (21)
This analysis includes 3230 children who participated in the 10-year Food Frequency
Questionnaire (FFQ) survey, and for whom data on mother’s body mass index (BMI) and
socioeconomic status variables were available.
Approval by the respective local ethics committees (Bavarian General Medical Council,
University of Leipzig, Medical Council of North-Rhine-Westphalia) and written consent
from all participating families were obtained for both studies.
Definition of outcomes: total energy intake and intake of 11 food groups
The outcomes of interest were derived from the FFQ. The details and effectiveness of the
FFQ have been published elsewhere. (22,23) Briefly, information on food intake frequencies
and portion sizes for 82 food items were collected using parent-completed questionnaires.
Seventy-nine food items were clustered into 11 food groups according to the Codex General
Standard for Food Additives’ food category system. (24) We excluded three food items: nutnougat-cream, water and syrup. Nut-nougat-cream has a complex composition and could not
be adequately classified into one food group. Syrup intake was very low in the current study.
Water intake was excluded as its consumption does not yield energy. However, we used
water intake as an additional adjustment variable when assessing the association between
beverage intake and the outcomes, as beverage intake may be associated with water intake.
(25) Information on the intake of sweeteners, salts, spices, soups, sauces, salads and
foodstuffs intended for particular nutritional uses were not available in the current study.
Details of the grouping of food items into food groups are given in Table 1. The 11 food
groups were labeled as dairy and dairy products, fats and oils, fruits and vegetables,
confectionery, cereal, bakery products, meat and meat products, fish and fish products, eggs
and egg products, beverages and ready-to-eat savories.
Total energy intake in kilo-calories per day was calculated based on the intake frequencies
and portion sizes of the food items. For each of the 11 food group, the average intake in
grams per day was calculated. Because the distributions of the food intakes were positively
skewed, and linear associations with BMI z-scores were only observed for some of the 11
food groups, the food intakes were categorized into three levels (low, medium and high)
using food group- and sex-specific tertile cut-offs. Low intake levels were used as the
reference group in all models.
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Definition of predictors: mother’s BMI and mother’s weight status
Based on mother’s weight and height information collected at the 10-year questionnaire
survey, mother’s BMIs (weight in kg/(height in m)2) were calculated. Four categories for
mother’s weight status were initially defined (underweight: BMI < 18.5 kg/m2; normal
weight: BMI: 18.5 – 24.9 kg/m2; overweight: BMI: 25 – 29.9 kg/m2 and obese: BMI ≥ 30
kg/m2). However, as the number of underweight mothers was relatively small (n = 83) and
analyses excluding these participants did not yield substantially different results, the
underweight and normal weight categories were combined as “normal weight”. Furthermore,
as preliminary results showed similar effect estimates for the overweight and obese categories
(results not shown), these two groups were also combined as “overweight”. Ultimately, two
categories were available for this variable (normal weight versus overweight).
Potential confounding factors
Study region (Munich, Wesel, Bad Honef and Leipzig), maternal education, sex, age,
pubertal status, and BMIs of the child and father were considered as potential covariates in
the analysis. The parents were asked to indicate whether their child exhibited characteristics
indicative of puberty onset (yes/no). The child’s age in months was calculated using the birth
date and date of the 10-year questionnaire. Maternal education was defined according to the
highest number of years the mother attended school and grouped into three categories (low <
10 years, medium = 10 years, and high > 10 years). BMIs of the child and father were
calculated based on weight and height information collected at the 10-year questionnaire
survey.
Statistical analysis
Differences between male and female subjects were tested using the Pearson’s χ2 test for
categorical variables, the Student’s t-test for normally distributed continuous variables, and
the Mann-Whitney test for non-normally distributed continuous variables (i.e. intake of 11
food groups). Study characteristics are described using means and standard deviations (S.D.)
or percentages (n/N, %). The food intake characteristics are described using median and
percentiles. Statistical significance was set at the conventional p-value < 0.05. All analyses
were performed using the statistical software package R, version 2.14.1 (ref. 26).
For each of the 11 food groups, crude and adjusted multinomial regression models were used
to examine associations between food intake with mother’s BMI and mother’s overweight.
As preliminary analyses indicated no major differences by sex or interactions among the
covariates, pooled analyses were conducted. Three types of models were initially calculated:
A) crude models, B) models adjusted for study region, sex, maternal education, child pubertal
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status, age and partition energy intake (27), C) models additionally adjusted for the BMIs of
the child and father. The partition energy intake was calculated from the food group itself and
the energy intake from all other food groups. Each model for the association between the
energy intake of a specific group with mother’s BMI and mother’s overweight was adjusted
for the respective energy intake from all other food groups. As a child’s BMI is likely to be
affected by his/her food intake, results of model C may be over-adjusted. Therefore we
additionally conducted stratified analyses by child weight status (overweight versus. nonoverweight). Finally, we presented coefficients from model B in the results section. For
comparison purpose, we also present results from model C in the figures. Model results are
presented as relative risk ratios (RRR) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals (RRR
[95% CI]).
Crude and adjusted linear regression models were used to study the association between total
energy intake with mother’s BMI and mother’s overweight. The same three types of models
were calculated as described above. Model results are presented as linear regression
coefficients (ß) with corresponding 95% confidence intervals (ß [95% CI]). For models in
which mother’s BMI is the predictor, the ß-coefficient represents the mean increase in total
energy intake for a one-unit increase in mother’s BMI. For models in which mother’s weight
status is the predictor, the ß-coefficient represents the difference in total energy intake
between mother’s overweight and mother’s normal weight.
Results
The characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 2. Female participants
comprised 48.7% of the sample. The mean age was 120.6 months (S.D. = 2.4) and 28.9% of
participants exhibited signs of puberty (11.6% and 47.2% for males and females, respectively,
p < 0.001). The average total energy intake was 2106 kcal (S.D. = 673). Males had higher
total energy intake than females (2278 kcal (723) versus 1927 kcal (560), p < 0.001). Over
half of the participants had mothers with a high level of education (50.4%). The mean
mother’s BMI was 23.8 (S.D. = 4.1), and 20.2% of mothers were overweight and 8.0% were
obese.
The average food intakes in grams per day are shown in Table 3. The median intake of meat
products was 97g per day (33rd and 66th percentile [75; 122]), which corresponds to a median
percent energy (%En) of 12.0% [9.7; 14.7]. The median egg intake was 18 g per day ([12;
24], %En = 1.4% [1.0; 1.9]). Compared to males, females had significantly lower intakes of
all 11 food groups (e.g. median meat intake: 108 versus 86 grams per day; median egg intake:
19 versus 16 grams per day), except for fruit and vegetables (median intake: 270 versus 287
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grams per day). Compared to males, females had a significantly lower %En of dairy products
as well as meat and meat products (14.4% versus 15.2% and 11.3% versus 12.4%,
respectively), but a significantly higher %En of fats and oils, fruit and vegetables as well as
bakery products (4.0% versus 3.8%, 8.1% versus 6.6%, and 18.8% versus 17.8%,
respectively).
Crude and adjusted relative risk ratios for the associations between child intake of the 11 food
groups and mother’s BMI are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1. The crude RRRs for the
comparison of low intake to medium and high intake are presented in Figure1A, partiallyadjusted RRRs in Figure1B and fully-adjusted RRRs in Figure1C. Mother’s BMI was
associated with high meat intake in children (adjusted RRR = 1.06 [1.03; 1.09]). In addition,
mother’s BMI was marginally associated with a high intake of fats and oils as well as intake
of eggs (adjusted RRR = 0.98 [0.96; 1.00] and 1.03 [1.00; 1.05], respectively). No consistent
associations between mother’s BMI and child intake of the other food groups were observed.
Crude and adjusted relative risk ratios for the association between child intake of 11 food
groups and mother’s overweight are shown in Table 5 and Figure 2. The crude RRRs for the
comparison of low intake to medium and high intake are presented in Figure2A, partiallyadjusted RRRs in Figure2B and fully-adjusted RRRs in Figure2C. Mother’s overweight was
associated with child meat intake (medium versus low RRR = 1.30 [1.07; 1.59]; high versus
low RRR = 1.50 [1.19; 1.89]) and egg intake (medium versus low RRR = 1.24 [1.02; 1.50];
high versus low RRR = 1.30 [1.07; 1.60]). No consistent associations between mother’s
overweight and child intake of the other food groups were observed.
In addition, the significant associations for meat and eggs were observed in both overweight
and non-overweight subgroups with similar effect sizes (results not shown).
Sex-specific and pooled increases in child total energy intake per one-unit increase in
mother’s BMI are shown in Figure 3. In the pooled crude models, every one-unit increase in
mother’s BMI was associated with a total energy intake increase of 9.2 kcal [3.67 ~ 14.72].
However, this effect was not significant after full adjustment (4.2 kcal [-1.9; 10.3]). In
addition, this effect was more pronounced among males. Associations among females were of
smaller magnitude and not significant. No association between mother’s overweight and
energy intake was observed (results not shown).
Discussion
In the current study, we analyzed associations between mother’s BMI/overweight and child
food intake using data from two German birth cohorts. We observed significantly positive
associations between mother’s BMI/overweight and child intakes of meat, eggs and energy.
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Currently, little is known regarding associations between child food intake and mother’s BMI.
To the best of our knowledge, no other published studies exist with which we can compare
our results. Nevertheless, we provide here several possible explanations for the trends
observed.
As parents appear to have a strong influence on their child’s eating behavior and patterns
(12,13), children are likely to have similar dietary patterns as their parents. Results from the
NHANES study have shown a positive association between meat intake and obesity in adults.
(28) It is possible that a child may imitate his/her overweight mother’s eating pattern, and
thus may consume more meat. It is also possible that overweight mothers include more meat
products in the family meals compared to mothers of normal weight. Hence, their children
have an increased availability to meat, which may contribute to a higher meat intake. (29,30)
Based on our prior research using the same study population (under review), a high meat
intake appears to be associated with being overweight at 10 years of age. These associations
suggest a potential pathway of the mother-child weight relationship, although any causal
relationship between food intake and being overweight may be bi-directional.
There is also limited evidence for the association between egg intake and BMI. A breakfast
which includes eggs is reported to be beneficial for weight loss. (31) However, it is unclear
whether the satiating effect of eggs (32) or the fact that a high-protein breakfast is consumed
instead of a high carbohydrate breakfast is responsible for this beneficial effect. Information
on whether overweight mothers consume or prepare more eggs than mothers of normal
weight is not available in the current study.
We observed significant associations between mother’s BMI and total energy intake in male
children in the crude models. This effect was no longer significant after adjustment for child
BMI. This result was not replicated among females of the same age. There are very few
studies that have investigated associations between mother’s BMI and energy intake in
children. Thus, it is challenging to compare our results with previous work. We attempt here,
to provide some possible explanations for the observed results.
In a sample of 563 mother-child (2-11 years of age) pairs, mothers with higher BMI levels
were reported to have a lower level of control on their child’s diet than mothers with normal
BMI levels. (33) A lower level of control may lead to a higher food intake. In addition,
mother’s perception and concern of their child’s weight may also play an important role on
the investigated association. (34,35) Parental feeding control was reported to have a greater
impact on girls than boys in an American mid-high socio-economic population. (36,37) This
may have led to the observed sex differences. Also, mother’s perception of child weight
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status may differ by sex (e.g. mothers may be more sensitive to their daughters weight status),
although these associations are also likely to vary by culture. (38, 39)
Previous studies have focused on associations between mother’s feeding practices (i.e.
restriction to eat less or pressure to eat more food) and child food intake or child weight
(33,34,40-43), which are believed to be mediated by mother’s concerns for their child’s
weight and the perception of their child’s weight. (34,35) Mother’s feeding practices were
reported to explain 22.2-26.9% of the variance in food intake of children aged 3 to 6 years
who were at risk for becoming overweight. (40) It was reported that a higher child weight at 7
to 9 years of age was associated with a lower ‘pressure to eat’ and a higher ‘restriction’ score
from mothers. (34) Another study reported that perceived child weight and concern for child
weight explains around 40% of the variance of BMI z-score changes at 12 years of age. (41)
Moreover, the results from a study on 296 low-income African-American children suggested
that feeding strategies may differ according to mother’s weight status. (44) Factors such as
mother’s food intake (42), child weight (40), ethnicity (33), family income and parental
education level (40,43) may also influence mother’s feeding practices.
The current study investigated associations between mother’s BMI with child energy and
food intake, using data from two large population-based cohorts from Germany, which
included the use of the qualified FFQ. Energy and food intake were classified into 11 food
groups according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives’ food category system,
which will allow our results to be compared to future studies. Instead of providing isocaloric
interpretations, the multivariate energy partition models allowed us to interpret our results
while taking both energy and non-energy effects of foods into account.
Our study has some limitations. First, as the data were collected using questionnaires
completed by the parents, reporting bias is possible. A parent’s perception of their child’s
food intake might be a biased measure of true consumption. Second, the cross-sectional
design of this study prevents us from establishing causal relationships. Third, some of our
analyses may have been over-adjusted. As child food intake is likely to be in the pathway
between mother’s BMI and child’s BMI, adjusting for child’s BMI may represent an overadjustment. However, the associations between mother’s overweight and high child intakes
of meat and eggs remained significant, even after adjustment for child’s BMI. Last, we lack
information on important mediators such as mother’s concerns for child’s weight, mother’s
perception of child’s weight, and child’s own perception and concerns. Future studies should
consider these factors.
Conclusion
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Mother’s BMI and mother’s overweight appear to be important correlates of a child’s intake
of meat and egg products. The potential impact of a mother’s weight status should be
considered in diet counseling. Moreover, a mother’s participation in dietary counseling might
be a helpful method by which to improve their child’s diet pattern and weight status.
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Table 1. Definition of food groupsa
Food groups
Food items
Dairy and dairy products cheeses, milk and yogurts, cream, fresh cream
Fats and oils
butter and margarines, oils
Fruit and vegetables
cooked potatoes, nuts, pumpkin, pine seeds, sunflower seeds,
carrots, peppers, spinach, chard, cabbage, lettuce, apples, pears,
citrus fruits, berries
Confectionery
chocolate, chocolate bars, soft sweets
Cereal
muesli, cereals, corn flakes, crispy, rice, pasta, noodles
Bakery products
bread, toast, multi-grain bread, whole wheat bread, white rolls,
pretzels, croissants, chocolate rolls, cakes, pastries, cookies,
biscuits
Meat and meat products pork, beef, veal, poultry, organ meats, wiener, sausage, salami
Fish and fish products
freshwater fish, saltwater fish, herring, fish sticks, canned fish
Eggs and egg products
egg, scrambled egg, fried egg, semolina, pudding, rice pudding
Beverages
fruit juices, fruit nectars, vegetable juices, diluted juices,
sparkling drinks, lemonade, cola, ice tea, sport drinks, energy
drinks, tea
Ready-to-eat savories
crisps, chips, croquettes, pizza
a
Defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system.
(24)
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Table 2. Characteristics of the study population at 10 years of age, Mean (S.D.) or % (n/N)
Males (n=1684)
Females (n=1596)
Overall (n=3280)
Study
GINIplus
63.1 (1062/1684)
65.6 (1047/1596)
64.3 (2109/3280)
LISAplus
36.9 (622/1684)
34.4 (549/1596)
35.7 (1171/3280)
Study region
Munich
50.7 (853/1684)
50.5 (806/1596)
50.6 (1659/3280)
Leipzig
7.7 (129/1684)
7.4 (118/1596)
7.5 (247/3280)
Bad Honnef
4.2 (71/1684)
4.8 (76/1596)
4.5 (147/3280)
Wesel
37.5 (631/1684)
37.3 (596/1596)
37.4 (1227/3280)
a
Maternal education
Low
9.8 (164/1674)
8.6 (137/1592)
9.2 (301/3266)
Medium
41.5 (695/1674)
39.1 (623/1592)
40.4 (1318/3266)
High
48.7 (815/1674)
52.3 (832/1592)
50.4 (1647/3266)
2
Maternal BMI, kg/m
23.8 (4.2)
23.7 (4.1)
23.8 (4.2)
b
Maternal weight status
Normal weight
71.4 (1203/1684)
71.9 (1147/1596)
71.6 (2350/3280)
Overweight
28.6 (481/1684)
28.2 (449/1596)
28.3 (930/3280)
2
Child BMI, kg/m
16.9 (2.3)
16.7 (2.3)
16.8 (2.3)
Age, months
120.6 (2.4)
120.7 (2.4)
120.6 (2.4)
c
*
Puberty onset , %
11.6 (193/1665)
47.2 (743/1574)
28.9 (936/3239)
Total energy intake, kcal/day 2278 (723)
1927 (560)*
2107 (672)
2
Paternal BMI, kg/m
25.9 (3.3)
26.0 (3.4)
25.9 (3.3)
a
Categorized according to the highest number of years the mother attended school: low < 10
years, medium = 10 years and high > 10 years;
b
Normal weight: BMI < 25 kg/m2; overweight: BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2;
c
Indicated by the parents whether their child exhibited characteristics indicative of puberty
onset (yes/no);
*
Significant difference between males and females.
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Table 3. Intake of the 11 food groups, stratified by sex
Males (N=1684)
Food intake, g/day
Dairy products

Median
369

Percentiles
rd

33
271

th

66
511

Females (N=1596)
%En

Median
293*

15.2

*

Percentiles
rd

33
216

th

66
380

Overall (N=3280)
%En
14.4*
*

Median

Percentiles
rd

th

%En

324

33
245

66
441

14.8

Fats and oils

15

11

20

3.8

13

10

18

4.0

14

10

19

3.9

Fruits and vegetables

270

215

327

6.6

287*

234

343

8.1*

278

224

335

7.3

*

10

20

2.9

15

10

22

3.0

*

Confectionery

16

11

25

3.0

14

Cereals

83

65

106

13.5

75

58

93

14.4

78

62

99

14.0

Bakery products

147

121

176

17.8

134*

110

159

18.8*

141

116

168

18.3

*

*

67

108

11.3

97

75

122

12.0

*

10

21

1.1

16

11

22

1.1

*

12

22

1.4

18

12

24

1.4

Beverages
603
387
839
8.1
522
335
721
7.7
560
*
Ready-to-eat savouries
44
35
54
4.9
38
30
47
5.0
42
Food groups were defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system (24);
%En: Percent energy provided from the food group;
*
Significant differences between males and females were tested by the Mann-Whitney test.

357
33

781
51

7.9
4.9

Meat and meat products
Fish and fish products
Eggs and egg products

108
17
19

86
12
13

137
24
26

12.4

86

1.1

14

1.4

16

*
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Table 4. Relative risk ratios (RRR) for the associations between intake of food groups and mother’s BMI
Model A
Model B
Model C
a
b
Food groups
Intake level
RRR
95%CI
RRR
95%CI
RRR
95%CI
Dairy products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
0.99
[0.97; 1.02]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
High
1.02
[1.00; 1.05]
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.01
[0.99; 1.04]
Fats and oils
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.97; 1.02]
High
0.98
[0.96; 1.01]
0.98
[0.96; 1.00]
0.98
[0.95; 1.00]
Fruits and vegetables
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.01
[0.98; 1.03]
High
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
0.99
[0.96; 1.01]
Confectionery
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
High
0.99
[0.97; 1.01]
0.97
[0.95; 1.00]
0.99
[0.96; 1.01]
Cereals
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.98
[0.96; 1.00]
0.98
[0.96; 1.00]
0.99
[0.97; 1.02]
High
0.98
[0.96; 1.00]
0.99
[0.96; 1.01]
1.01
[0.98; 1.03]
Bakery products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.00
[0.98; 1.03]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.01
[0.98; 1.03]
High
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.00
[0.97; 1.02]
0.99
[0.97; 1.02]
Meat and meat products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.04
[1.01; 1.06]
1.03
[1.01; 1.05]
1.02
[0.99; 1.04]
High
1.07
[1.05; 1.09]
1.06
[1.03; 1.09]
1.04
[1.01; 1.06]
Fish and fish products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.97; 1.02]
High
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.00
[0.98; 1.03]
1.00
[0.98; 1.03]
Eggs and egg products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.03
[1.01; 1.05]
1.03
[1.00; 1.05]
1.03
[1.00; 1.05]
High
1.03
[1.01; 1.06]
1.03
[1.00; 1.05]
1.02
[0.99; 1.04]
Beverages
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.00
[0.98; 1.02]
1.00
[0.97; 1.02]
1.00
[0.98; 1.03]
High
1.02
[1.00; 1.04]
1.01
[0.99; 1.04]
1.02
[1.00; 1.05]
Ready-to-eat savouries
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.00
[0.98; 1.03]
High
1.02
[1.00; 1.04]
1.01
[0.99; 1.03]
1.01
[0.98; 1.03]
Model A - crude model
Model B - adjusted for study region, maternal education, sex, age, pubertal status and energy intake from other food
groups
Model C - additionally adjusted for the BMIs of the child and father
a
Food groups were defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system (24);
b
Defined using sex- and group-specific tertile cut-offs
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Table 5. Relative risk ratios (RRR) for the associations between intake of food groups and mother’s overweight
Model A
Model B
Model C
a
b
Food groups
Intake level
RRR
95%CI
RRR
95%CI
RRR
95%CI
Dairy products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.97 [0.80; 1.17]
0.97 [0.80; 1.17]
0.96
[0.77; 1.19]
High
1.13 [0.94; 1.36]
1.03 [0.85; 1.26]
1.01
[0.81; 1.25]
Fats and oils
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.06 [0.88; 1.27]
1.08 [0.90; 1.31]
1.06
[0.94; 1.19]
High
0.85 [0.70; 1.03]
0.84 [0.69; 1.04]
0.84
[0.75; 0.94]
Fruits and vegetables
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.11 [0.93; 1.34]
1.13 [0.94; 1.37]
1.25
[1.11; 1.40]
High
0.91 [0.75; 1.09]
0.96 [0.79; 1.17]
0.98
[0.88; 1.09]
Confectionery
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.95 [0.79; 1.15]
0.94 [0.78; 1.14]
1.07
[0.95; 1.19]
High
0.92 [0.76; 1.10]
0.88 [0.72; 1.07]
0.96
[0.86; 1.06]
Cereals
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.87 [0.72; 1.05]
0.91 [0.75; 1.11]
1.01
[0.81; 1.25]
High
0.86 [0.71; 1.03]
0.98 [0.79; 1.21]
1.16
[0.93; 1.45]
Bakery products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.01 [0.84; 1.22]
0.99 [0.81; 1.21]
1.04
[0.84; 1.29]
High
0.95 [0.79; 1.15]
0.91 [0.73; 1.13]
0.93
[0.74; 1.16]
Meat and meat products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.37 [1.13; 1.66]
1.30 [1.07; 1.59]
1.21
[1.07; 1.36]
High
1.53 [1.26; 1.84]
1.50 [1.19; 1.89]
1.22
[1.10; 1.36]
Fish and fish products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.99 [0.82; 1.20]
0.99 [0.82; 1.20]
1.01
[0.90; 1.13]
High
1.06 [0.88; 1.27]
1.02 [0.84; 1.23]
0.96
[0.85; 1.07]
Eggs and egg products
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
1.28 [1.06; 1.54]
1.24 [1.02; 1.50]
1.21
[1.09; 1.36]
High
1.34 [1.10; 1.53]
1.30 [1.07; 1.60]
1.17
[1.06; 1.30]
Beverages
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.89 [0.74; 1.07]
0.88 [0.73; 1.07]
0.85
[0.68; 1.07]
High
1.16 [0.96; 1.39]
1.12 [0.92; 1.36]
1.06
[0.84; 1.34]
Ready-to-eat savouries
Low
ref.
ref.
ref.
Medium
0.97 [0.80; 1.17]
0.97 [0.80; 1.17]
0.96
[0.77; 1.19]
High
1.13 [0.94; 1.36]
1.03 [0.85; 1.26]
1.01
[0.81; 1.25]
Model A - crude model
Model B - adjusted for study region, maternal education, sex, age, pubertal status and energy intake from other food
groups
Model C - additionally adjusted for the BMIs of the child and father
a
Food groups were defined according to the Codex General Standard for Food Additives food category system (24);
b
Defined using sex- and group-specific tertile cut-offs
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Figure legend:
Figure 1 Relative risk ratios (RRR) for the associations between intake of food groups and
mother’s BMI. (A) crude, (B) adjusted for study region, maternal education, sex, age,
pubertal status and energy intake from other food groups, (C) additionally adjusted for the
BMIs of the child and father.
Figure 2 Relative risk ratios (RRR) for the associations between intake of food groups and
mother’s overweight. (A) crude, (B) adjusted for study region, maternal education, sex, age,
pubertal status and energy intake from other food groups, (C) additionally adjusted for the
BMIs of the child and father.
Figure 3 Linear regression coefficients for the association between mother’s BMI and total
energy intake in the total population and stratified by sex. (A) adjusted for study region,
maternal education, age and pubertal status, (B) additionally adjusted for the BMIs of the
child and father. Pooled models were additionally adjusted for sex.
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